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From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 1, 2017
Date: March 1, 2017 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 1,
2017
 
Today's Events
Psychology Kingdom Interest Meeting
Ash Wednesday Imposition of Ashes
FAIR IS FOUL AND FOUL AIN'T FAIR: artist lecture
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Spread the Word to End the Word
Ash Wednesday Catholic Mass
Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
"Reflect, Release & Rise" Women's History Month Kickoff Event
Lunch & Learn with The Space
Meditation Moments
TESS Meeting
Announcements
Career Madness - The Space in the Mungo Center
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Southern Teachers Agency- Submit your resume
The Office of International Programs has Moved
Do you want to work on the staff of the yearbook or newspaper?
 
 
Today's Events
Psychology Kingdom Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel 218
Cost: Free
Details: Calling all current and future psychology majors! Psychology Kingdom is an
organization for students with an interest in Psychology. We host academic and social
organization for students with an interest in Psychology. We host academic and social
events, and participate in service activities. We are gathering to discuss all of the events
this semester and how you can become involved. We are also recruiting new officers for
the next academic year. Join us!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Ash Wednesday Imposition of Ashes
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us TODAY for the Imposition of Ashes in Mickel Chapel. There will
be a brief ceremony from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. Chaplain Robinson will preside and Tanner
Crum will assist. All are welcome!
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
FAIR IS FOUL AND FOUL AIN'T FAIR: artist lecture
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Visiting artist Shanequa Gay will give a lecture on her current exhibit "FAIR IS
FOUL AND FOUL AIN'T FAIR," now on display at the Martha Cloud Chapman Gallery.
She is an artist whose work explores the historical and contemporary social concerns of
black culture to teach lessons about morality, society, identity and human function. Her
references to media concerning social consciousness are reflected in her works.
Contact: Youmi Efurd
Email: efurdyk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4585
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Spread the Word to End the Word
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Game Room in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Wofford Companions for a celebration of friendship in Campus Life
from 5-7! There will be ice cream, games, and fun to be had by all as we hangout with
from 5-7! There will be ice cream, games, and fun to be had by all as we hangout with
members of the Spartanburg community who have special needs. During this event you
will be given more information about the detrimental effect the R-word has on the special
needs community and beyond and you will have the chance to pledge to end it! We hope
to see you there!
Contact: Hilary Boyd
Email: boydhk@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 770-820-8695
Ash Wednesday Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Catholic Campus Ministry Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Campus Ministry will be celebrating Catholic Mass on Ash
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Ministry Center (Evins and Church St). Please join us for
mass followed by a light dinner for students and faculty.
Contact: David Alvis
Email: alvisjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4588
Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 3/1/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: We will be continuing our series, Jesus changes ______. This week we will be
discussing how Jesus changes the way we view the church.
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: TokayJB@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
 
Upcoming Events
"Reflect, Release & Rise" Women's History Month Kickoff Event
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Gather for a morning of empowerment! Each attendee will be asked to reflect on
how women are perceived and to release any negative connotations through a symbolic
exercise. Annie Mitchell, vice president for marketing and communications, will be the
guest speaker. Sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Lunch & Learn with The Space
Lunch & Learn with The Space
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Rick Cohn is the owner/founder of Cohn Construction in Columbia, SC. Come
here how a young surfer from Palm Beach, FL arrived at Wofford with a terrible high
school GPA and succeeded in graduating and in business to be honored recently as one of
Columba's 50 most influential people. Lunch provided by Taco Dog. Please RSVP to John
Coleman via email colemanjn@wofford.edu
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Meditation Moments
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Do you have ten minutes to sit on a comfortable cushion in a quiet room and
listen to someone guide you into a state of relaxation? If so, then you can meditate!
Meditations are designed to help clear your mind and relax your body so that you can
improve your focus and reduce stress. Join us tomorrow and every Thursday in Mickel
Chapel (first floor of Main building in the middle hallway) for a brief meditation in the
midst of your busy day. All are welcome!
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
TESS Meeting
Date/Time: 3/6/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Daniel 107
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher Education Students, come get to know other students in the program to
create a greater sense of community within the department! Students will have the
opportunity to mingle with members of the program and get to know other students
sharing their same content area focus. There will be snacks and a good time to be had by
all. We hope to see you there!
Contact: Mrs. Johnson
Email: johnsoncb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4909
 
Announcements
Career Madness - The Space in the Mungo Center
Details: Are you ready?! Join The Space on March 1 for Career Madness 2017! Career
Madness will follow the format of the NCAA March Madness tournament with a small
Madness will follow the format of the NCAA March Madness tournament with a small
twist - to win, you must enter the best career building documents. All documents must be
submitted to Terrier Black Book. If you don't have an account, simply go to
terrierblackbook.com and click "new user." Contact colemanjn@wofford.edu for
questions regarding Terrier Black Book. For complete tournament rules please go to
http://www.wofford.edu/thespace/prepare/rules/.
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
Details: Need a good stress relief? What's better than making kids' dreams come true by
playing their favorite prince or superhero? Fantasy Land will take place on April 21 right
here on campus. We are looking for men who can play the following characters for some
pretty amazing kids: Prince Charming, Flash, Superman, Spiderman, Aladdin, and Peter
Pan. Each character will have its own "kingdom" with a themed game and other activities
for the children. If you are interested in helping us make this day amazing for the kids of
Boys and Girls Club, please e-mail me and let me know which part you would like to
play.
Contact: Jessica Johnson
Email: johnsonjm1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-640-9490
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Southern Teachers Agency- Submit your resume
Details: Southern Teachers is the premier placement agency for private schools in the
South. Since 1902, we have helped thousands of teachers find jobs from Maryland to
Miami to Midland, TX. You do NOT need a teaching license or education major to be
considered. Email your resume to Rebecca at parkerrm@wofford.edu by Friday, March 3,
to be considered for an interview.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
The Office of International Programs has Moved
Details: Beginning March 1, you may find the Office of International Programs housed in
the Michael S. Brown Village Center along with the Center for Community-Based
the Michael S. Brown Village Center along with the Center for Community-Based
Learning. We are excited about our new student-friendly space and look forward to
welcoming all members of the Wofford community in the coming days. We hope to see
you soon!
Contact: Amy Lancaster
Email: lancasterae@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Do you want to work on the staff of the yearbook or newspaper?
Details: The Board of Publications is now accepting applications for paid staff positions
on the newspaper and yearbook. If you'd like to apply to be editor, section editor,
designer, writer, photographer, columnist, or web/media specialist, pick up an application
from Jo Ann Brasington or Dr. Trakas (trakasdp@wofford.edu). Deadline for applications
is March 10.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
 
Lost and Found
Found: Lady's expensive black quilted vest. See Mrs. Blackwell in Daniel Bldg. 
Contact: Joyce Blackwell
Email: blackwelljg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4580
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT SAMHAT: Report on Board of Trustees Meeting
Date: March 1, 2017 at 10:32 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Dear Campus Community,
The Board of Trustees met for their winter meeting on Monday, Feb. 27, in a retreat-
style format without traditional committee meetings. This arrangement allowed for
focus on several important topics. They heard updates on the academic program,
advancement, enrollment and facilities (construction). They received a presentation
from the Operations Committee and CFO Barbie Jefferson about changing a
college policy that has been in place for many years regarding a required annual
contribution through the operating budget to a "sinking fund" designed as an extra
cash reserve fund for the possible purpose of early debt retirement. After extensive
analysis during the past year, the college recommended a move away from the
sinking fund program to a more traditional cash reserve requirement. The board
unanimously approved this change.
The board also voted to ratify acceptance of a major gift of real estate made in
2016. The afternoon concluded with a report and discussion from the college's
Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, led by Dr. Ramon Galinanes, chair.
The trustees return for their spring meeting, which will be held in the normal two-
day format with committee meetings, on Monday and Tuesday, May 15-16.
Finally, we wish our basketball teams luck as they compete in the SoCon
tournament this week and weekend. Go, Terriers!
Best, 
Nayef
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 2, 2017
Date: March 2, 2017 at 9:09 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 2,
2017
 
Today's Events
"Reflect, Release & Rise" Women's History Month Kickoff Event
Lunch & Learn with The Space
RUF Lunch
Catholic Mass
HELP Through Him Bible Study
Upcoming Events
Americans for Liberty
Therapy Dogs
Comedy for a Cure - Hosted by Sigma Nu and Tri Delta
TESS Meeting
Swing Night
Announcements
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Southern Teachers Agency- Submit your resume
The Office of International Programs has moved
Fitness Classes Canceled Today through Saturday
Main Event Hosts Needed
FYI Orientation Staff 2017
 
 
Today's Events
"Reflect, Release & Rise" Women's History Month Kickoff Event
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Gather for a morning of empowerment! Each attendee will be asked to reflect on
how women are perceived and to release any negative connotations through a symbolic
how women are perceived and to release any negative connotations through a symbolic
exercise. Annie Mitchell, vice president for marketing and communications, will be the
guest speaker. Sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Lunch & Learn with The Space
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Rick Cohn is the owner/founder of Cohn Construction in Columbia, SC. Come
here how a young surfer from Palm Beach, FL arrived at Wofford with a terrible high
school GPA and succeeded in graduating and in business to be honored recently as one of
Columba's 50 most influential people. Lunch provided by Taco Dog. Please RSVP to John
Coleman via email colemanjn@wofford.edu
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
RUF Lunch
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF at 11:30 a.m. in Burwell as we fellowship together over lunch.
Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Catholic Campus Ministry Center
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a celebration of the Catholic Mass every Thursday at 6 p.m. at
the Catholic Campus Ministry Center (located at Church and Evins Street intersection).
Mass will be followed by a catered dinner.
Contact: David Alvis
Email: alvisjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4588
HELP Through Him Bible Study
Date/Time: 3/2/2017 8:30:00 PM
Location: 124 Main
Cost: Free
Details: 30 minuted Bible study, which we will begin our new series about self worth!
Hope to see you there!
Contact: Madison Jones
Contact: Madison Jones
Email: jonesmt@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-408-2163
 
Upcoming Events
Americans for Liberty
Date/Time: 3/3/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Zachs
Cost: Free
Details: Come grab a free pocket constitution and learn more about Wofford's newest
organization!
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: tokayjb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
Therapy Dogs
Date/Time: 3/4/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Pavillion 
Cost: Free
Details: Therapy dogs will be at the Pavilion on Saturday, March 4, from 10 a.m. - Noon.
Please come and relax and get some love from these sweet dogs. 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Comedy for a Cure - Hosted by Sigma Nu and Tri Delta
Date/Time: 3/5/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 5.00
Details: Sigma Nu and Tri Delta welcomes Third Wheel Comedy, this Sunday, March 5
@ 7 p.m. Tickets are $5.00, all proceeds will be donated to Saint Jude's Children
Research Hospital. Come support our philanthropy event with a night of comedy. Tickets
are being sold by Sigma Nu and Tri-Delta members as well as day of event. Contact me if
you have any questions.
Contact: Matthew Reeves
Email: reevesmw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-636-2662
TESS Meeting
Date/Time: 3/6/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Daniel 107
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher Education Students, come get to know other students in the program to
create a greater sense of community within the department! Students will have the
create a greater sense of community within the department! Students will have the
opportunity to mingle with members of the program and get to know other students
sharing their same content area focus. There will be snacks and a good time to be had by
all. We hope to see you there!
Contact: Mrs. Johnson
Email: johnsoncb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4909
Swing Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Join the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega and Spartanburg Swing for a night of
swing dancing! A lesson will be taught by Spartanburg Swing instructors at 7 p.m.,
followed by dancing from 8-10 p.m. Come for the free lesson, stay for the great music,
dance, and company. I hope to see y'all there!
Contact: Jamie Hall
Email: halljm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-921-4468
 
Announcements
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
Details: Need a good stress relief? What's better than making kids' dreams come true by
playing their favorite prince or superhero? Fantasy Land will take place on April 21 right
here on campus. We are looking for men who can play the following characters for some
pretty amazing kids: Prince Charming, Flash, Superman, Spiderman, Aladdin, and Peter
Pan. Each character will have its own "kingdom" with a themed game and other activities
for the children. If you are interested in helping us make this day amazing for the kids of
Boys and Girls Club, please e-mail me and let me know which part you would like to
play.
Contact: Jessica Johnson
Email: johnsonjm1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-640-9490
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Southern Teachers Agency- Submit your resume
Details: Southern Teachers is the premier placement agency for private schools in the
South. Since 1902, we have helped thousands of teachers find jobs from Maryland to
Miami to Midland, TX. You do NOT need a teaching license or education major to be
considered. Email your resume to Rebecca at parkerrm@wofford.edu by Friday March
3rd to be considered for an interview.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
The Office of International Programs has moved
Details: The Office of International Programs is now located in the Michael S. Brown
Village Center along with the Center for Community-Based Learning. We are excited
about our new student-friendly space and look forward to welcoming all members of the
Wofford community in the coming days. We hope to see you soon!
Contact: Amy Lancaster
Email: lancasterae@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Fitness Classes Canceled Today through Saturday
Details: Fitness Classes are canceled today, tomorrow, and Saturday.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 12 and
26. You will pick up your student at 9 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that
have been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place!
Please use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided
more information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
FYI Orientation Staff 2017
Details: It's that time of year when orientation staff applications are available! Consider
applying and making a difference on our campus. Deadline is March 10, so don't delay!
Interview groups fill up fast so be one of the first to sign up on your application.
wofford.edu/orientation/staffapplication/ Please contact Beth Wallace at 4371 or
wallaceed@wofford.edu if you have any questions. 
Contact: Beth Wallace
Contact: Beth Wallace
Email: wallaceed@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4371
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 3, 2017
Date: March 3, 2017 at 8:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 3, 2017
 
Today's Events
Walk & Talk
Upcoming Events
Dog Therapy
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Sunday Catholic Mass
Comedy for a Cure - Hosted by Sigma Nu and Tri Delta
Study Abroad Orientation - Visas & Forms
TESS Meeting
Launch Program - Lunch & Learn
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
Swing Night
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Bego?a Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing 'Communities'
to the Classroom Through Technology"
Announcements
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Southern Teachers Agency- Submit your resume TODAY
Do you want to work on the staff of the newspaper or yearbook?
Beta Beta Beta Interest E-mail
 
 
Today's Events
Walk & Talk 
Date/Time: 3/3/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Stairs of Main Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Join MSA (Muslim Student Association) members for a short walk to downtown
Spartanburg. It is a great opportunity to talk to Wofford students of different faith
backgrounds and ask questions you have about the MSA organization, Islam, etc. The
backgrounds and ask questions you have about the MSA organization, Islam, etc. The
purpose is to improve peace, love and empathy among the MSA and Spartanburg
citizens.???? The first six to RSVP will get a free t-shirt with "Peace. Love. Empathy."
printed on it. The first ten to RSVP will get their choice of doughnuts on our way back. ?
Contact: Farahnaz Afaq
Email: afaqf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 802-999-6215
 
Upcoming Events
Dog Therapy 
Date/Time: 3/4/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Pavillion
Cost: Free
Details: Therapy dogs will be at the Pavilion on Saturday, March 4, from 10 a.m. - 12
p.m. Please come and relax and get some love from these sweet dogs. 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/5/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Saturday's Fitness Classes are canceled, Sunday Classes: Boot Camp @4:00,
Buns of Steel @4:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Sunday Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 3/5/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Catholic Campus Ministry Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Campus Ministry offers a mass on Sundays at 5pm at the Catholic
Campus Ministry Center (located at Church and Evins). Please join us for mass followed
by dinner for students and faculty.
Contact: David Alvis
Email: alvisjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4588
Comedy for a Cure - Hosted by Sigma Nu and Tri Delta
Date/Time: 3/5/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 5.00
Details: Sigma Nu and Tri Delta welcomes Third Wheel Comedy, this Sunday, March 5
@ 7 p.m. Tickets are $5.00, all proceeds will be donated to Saint Jude's Children
Research Hospital. Come support our philanthropy event with a night of comedy. Tickets
are being sold by Sigma Nu and Tri-Delta members as well as day of event. Contact me if
you have any questions.
Contact: Matthew Reeves
Email: reevesmw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-636-2662
Study Abroad Orientation - Visas & Forms
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 regarding visas and forms preparations. Students will have general introduction in
Olin 101 and then break out into smaller meetings with program representatives. All
students studying abroad during Summer/Fall 2017 are required to attend. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
TESS Meeting
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Daniel 107
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher Education Students, come get to know other students in the program to
create a greater sense of community within the department! Students will have the
opportunity to mingle with members of the program and get to know other students
sharing their same content area focus. There will be snacks and a good time to be had by
all. We hope to see you there! 
Contact: Mrs. Johnson
Email: johnsoncb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864- 597-4521
Launch Program - Lunch & Learn 
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Come have lunch with an awesome female scientist and social entrepreneur who
built a company that uses an innovative approach to inspiring young girls to pursue
STEM careers! Dr. Jacquelyn Thomas will be sharing about her entrepreneurial journey as
an African-American, female scientist and her award winning curriculum, Girls Pursuing
Science that is currently being implemented in school districts across the country. Check
out her article, ?The Science of Color ? Black and Brown Girls in STEM here:
http://bit.ly/2liu79n. Lunch provided by Taco Dog. 
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in launching a new idea? Or solving a sustainability challenge? Maybe
creating a social venture? Enter the Terrier StartUp Challenge and compete for $8,000 in
prize money to get your idea off the ground! The Terrier Startup Challenge is for students
across all majors with an entrepreneurial idea. For more information, attend the info
session on March 8, from 11 to 11:15 a.m. in The Space.
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Swing Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Join the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega and Spartanburg Swing for a night of
swing dancing! A lesson will be taught by Spartanburg Swing instructors at 7pm,
followed by dancing from 8-10pm. Come for the free lesson, stay for the great music,
dancing, and company. See y'all there! 
Contact: Jamie Hall
Email: halljm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-921-4468
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Bego?a Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing 'Communities'
to the Classroom Through Technology"
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The CIL is pleased to invite all interested faculty and staff to our Teachers
Talking Teaching speaker series. For the second event of our spring series, Dr. Bego?a
Caballero-Garcia of the Modern Languages department will be sharing her thoughts and
experiences on "Bringing 'Communities' to the Classroom Through Technology." Light
refreshments will be provided.
Contact: Dr. Cate Blouke
Email: bloukecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5047
 
Announcements
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
NEEDED: Fantasy Land Actors
Details: Need a good stress relief? What's better than making kids' dreams come true by
playing their favorite prince or superhero? Fantasy Land will take place on April 21 right
here on campus. We are looking for men who can play the following characters for some
pretty amazing kids: Prince Charming, Flash, Superman, Spiderman, Aladdin, and Peter
Pan. Each character will have its own "kingdom" with a themed game and other activities
for the children. If you are interested in helping us make this day amazing for the kids of
Boys and Girls Club, please e-mail me and let me know which part you would like to
play.
Contact: Jessica Johnson
Email: johnsonjm1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-640-9490
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Southern Teachers Agency- Submit your resume TODAY
Details: Southern Teachers is the premier placement agency for private schools in the
South. Since 1902, we have helped thousands of teachers find jobs from Maryland to
Miami to Midland, TX. You do NOT need a teaching license or education major to be
considered. Email your resume to Rebecca at parkerrm@wofford.edu by TODAY to be
considered for an interview.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Do you want to work on the staff of the newspaper or yearbook?
Details: The Board of Publications is now accepting applications for paid staff positions
on the newspaper and yearbook. If you'd like to apply to be editor, section editor,
designer, writer, photographer, columnist, or web/media specialist, pick up an application
from Jo Ann Brasington or Dr. Trakas (trakasdp@wofford.edu). Deadline for applications
is March 10.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Beta Beta Beta Interest E-mail
Details: To all those interested in joining Beta Beta Beta this spring: If you have e-mailed
or spoken to Mrs. Roddy, Dr. Baker, or Jessica Johnson about joining Beta Beta Beta and
or spoken to Mrs. Roddy, Dr. Baker, or Jessica Johnson about joining Beta Beta Beta and
did not receive and e-mail yesterday with more details, please e-mail me and let me know.
I will send you the e-mail ASAP so you can have more information about the club and
can get prepared for a great semester with us!
Contact: Jessica Johnson
Email: johnsonjm1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-640-9490
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Corbin, Laura H. CorbinLH@wofford.edu
Subject: Message from Campus Safety: Car break-ins and vandalism
Date: March 4, 2017 at 10:39 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
On 03/04/17, Campus Safety Officers responded to the Admission lot in reference to car break-ins and
vandalisms. Campus Safety Officers found a vehicle with a broken window and several other vehicles
with damage. The damage appeared to have been made by some unknown suspect(s) hitting the
vehicle with a rock attempting to gain entry. At least one vehicle was entered through an unlocked
door. It was unclear at the time of the report whether anything had been stolen from the vehicle.
Campus Safety recommends that all students, faculty and staff check their vehicles for possible
damage and/or theft. As a reminder, Campus Safety recommends that you lock your vehicle at all
times and do not leave any items inside the vehicle in plain view. Please report any incidents or
suspicious persons to Campus Safety immediately at 864-597-4911
Laura Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 6, 2017
Date: March 6, 2017 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 6,
2017
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Upcoming Events
Study Abroad Orientation - Visas & Forms
James Fund's March Madness Stock Challenge
TESS Meeting
Launch Program - Lunch & Learn
SIT Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Faculty Talk Series
Two to Tell
WAC Event at Big Air
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Swing Night
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
Staff Advisory Council Meeting
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Holy Communion During Lent
PURE Insurance- Recruiting on campus
Freshman Bible Studies
 
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/6/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
 
Upcoming Events
Study Abroad Orientation - Visas & Forms
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 regarding visas and forms preparations. Students will have general introduction in
Olin 101 and then break out into smaller meetings with program representatives. All
students studying abroad during Summer/Fall 2017 are required to attend. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
James Fund's March Madness Stock Challenge
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Zach's and Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: The James Fund is holding its annual March Madness Stock Challenge. Signup
and pick three stocks for free for a chance at winning a Visa gift card. Students with the
top three average investment returns after two weeks will be pronounced 2017's winners.
Signups are Tuesday, March 7, and Wednesday, March 8, from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., in Zach's
and Burwell. The competition will run from Monday, March 13 until Friday, March 24. 
Contact: Doug Beckner
Email: becknerda@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 336-266-3860
TESS Meeting
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Daniel 107
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher Education Students, come get to know other students in the program to
create a greater sense of community within the department! Students will have the
opportunity to mingle with members of the program and get to know other students
sharing their same content area focus. There will be snacks and a good time to be had by
all. We hope to see you there! 
Contact: Mrs. Johnson
Email: johnsoncb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4521
Launch Program - Lunch & Learn 
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Come have lunch with an awesome female scientist and social entrepreneur who
built a company that uses an innovative approach to inspiring young girls to pursue
STEM careers! Dr. Jacquelyn Thomas will be sharing about her entrepreneurial journey as
an African-American, female scientist and her award winning curriculum, Girls Pursuing
Science that is currently being implemented in school districts across the country. Check
out her article, ?The Science of Color ? Black and Brown Girls in STEM here:
http://bit.ly/2liu79n. Lunch provided by Taco Dog. 
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
SIT Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: A representative from one of Wofford's study abroad partners, the School for
International Training (SIT) Study Abroad, will hold a general interest session for
students on Tuesday, March 7, at 3:30 p.m. Students planning on studying abroad -
particularly, students interested in conducting undergraduate research, completing an
internship, or studying in a non-traditional destination - are encouraged to attend. An
Office of International Programs staff member will also be present to answer any student
questions about Wofford study abroad policies and procedures. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Faculty Talk Series
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr, Jennifer Singletary (Department of Religion) will present, "How (Not To) Be
Collegial: Professional Rivalry and Collaboration in Neo-Assyrian Documents and the
Hebrew Bible" This project examines the strategies that scholars, priests, prophets, and
other professionals use to discredit, collaborate, or cooperate with one another, according
to Neo-Assyrian letters and reports and the Hebrew Bible. What tactics did scholars and
religious professionals use to cast doubt on the work of their peers? Is there evidence for
reasons that motivated rivalries? To what extent did these professionals collaborate? How
were these professional relationships similar and different in Neo-Assyria, Israel, and
Judah, as depicted in these sources? Answering these questions provides a better
understanding of how these professionals functioned amongst their own colleagues.
Reception at 3:45 p.m. 
Contact: Nancy Williams
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
Telephone/Extension: 4907
Two to Tell 
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101 
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy this creative competition of photographs and presentations by
experienced international travelers.We use a fast-paced, exciting format. See your friends
present on their experiences from overseas using 6 compelling images, and a two minute
story. Come support your friends and help them to win the competition, as the audiences
assists in voting! First prize: $500! To learn more about "Two to Tell" visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/twoToTell/ 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
WAC Event at Big Air 
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Big Air Trampoline Park
Cost: Free for first hour: Must Register
Details: WAC is hosting an exciting event at Big Air, the trampoline park here in town,
on Tuesday, March 7, at 7 p.m. Wofford students will be able to jump AT NO COST from
7 until 8 p.m. To jump for free you MUST fill out this form:
(https://goo.gl/forms/joWGaGn2F4owq42S2) Then meet us at Big Air to check-in and
sign your waivers between 6:30 and 7 p.m. The free jump will last until 8 p.m.
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room, Burwell Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Do you ever wonder what Dean Bigger, Dean Wallace, or Dr. Wilson were like
as students? Here's your chance! Come hear them speak about their days as students.
They were among the first group of women admitted to Wofford. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Swing Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Join the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega and Spartanburg Swing for a night of
swing dancing! A lesson will be taught by Spartanburg Swing instructors at 7 p.m.,
followed by dancing from 8-10 p.m. Come for the free lesson, stay for the great music,
dancing, and company. See y'all there!
dancing, and company. See y'all there!
Contact: Jamie Hall
Email: halljm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-921-4468
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
Date/Time: 3/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Spend a couple of hours volunteering at either a Habitat for Humanity site or the
Spartanburg Soup Kitchen. Please email Toria Teamer at teamertc@wofford.edu to RSVP
by Friday, March 10. Sponsored by the Center for Community-Based Learning. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Staff Advisory Council Meeting
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Staff Advisory Council will hold their monthly meeting Monday,
March 13, at 12 p.m. in the Gray-Jones Room. Please join us to hear the latest on what
SAC is doing for the staff members at Wofford.
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4367
 
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30 -
12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are
welcome to participate.
welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
PURE Insurance- Recruiting on campus
Details: Stop by The Space this Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. to talk with a
recruiter from PURE Insurance in Charleston, S.C. to find out more about their open
positions for graduating seniors. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 in Gray-Jones room. Freshman
Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Ned Henn
Email: ned.henn@campusoutreach.org
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
 
Lost and Found
Found: Campus Safety has recently had the following items turned in to the department:
Black bag with a pair of women's shoes; Wofford office key with an Ingles Advantage
card (found in Olin); Jeep key on a Milton Martin Honda key ring (found in Olin); and a
locker key with a tag that has a 72 on it (also found in Olin). Please come and clain your
items at Campus Safety.
Contact: Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4351
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 7, 2017
Date: March 7, 2017 at 9:17 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 7,
2017
 
Today's Events
Study Abroad Orientation - Visas & Forms
TESS Meeting
Launch Program - Lunch & Learn
SIT Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Faculty Talk Series
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
UKirk Tuesdays
Two to Tell
BIG AIR hosted by WAC
RUF Large Group
Upcoming Events
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
Campus Outreach
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Swing Night
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Bego?a Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing 'Communities'
to the Classroom Through Technology"
Announcements
Holy Communion During Lent
Apply for staff positions on newspaper and yearbook
Meeting of Wofford's Secular Student Alliance "Atheists Anonymous"
PURE Insurance- Now Hiring
Southern Teachers Agency- On Campus
Service Project this Saturday 1-3
Freshman Bible Studies
 
 
Today's Events
Study Abroad Orientation - Visas & Forms
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 regarding visas and forms preparations. Students will have general introduction in
Olin 101 and then break out into smaller meetings with program representatives. All
students studying abroad during Summer/Fall 2017 are required to attend. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
TESS Meeting
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Daniel 107
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher Education Students, come get to know other students in the program to
create a greater sense of community within the department! Students will have the
opportunity to mingle with members of the program and get to know other students
sharing their same content area focus. There will be snacks and a good time to be had by
all. We hope to see you there! 
Contact: Mrs. Johnson
Email: johnsoncb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4521
Launch Program - Lunch & Learn 
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Come have lunch TODAY at 11:30 a.m. with an awesome female scientist and
social entrepreneur who built a company that uses an innovative approach to inspiring
young girls to pursue STEM careers! Dr. Jacquelyn Thomas will be sharing about her
entrepreneurial journey as an African-American, female scientist and her award winning
curriculum, Girls Pursuing Science that is currently being implemented in school districts
across the country. Lunch provided by Taco Dog. 
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
SIT Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: A representative from one of Wofford's study abroad partners, the School for
International Training (SIT) Study Abroad, will hold a general interest session for
International Training (SIT) Study Abroad, will hold a general interest session for
students on Tuesday, March 7, at 3:30 p.m. Students planning on studying abroad -
particularly, students interested in conducting undergraduate research, completing an
internship, or studying in a non-traditional destination - are encouraged to attend. An
Office of International Programs staff member will also be present to answer any student
questions about Wofford study abroad policies and procedures. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Faculty Talk Series
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr, Jennifer Singletary (Department of Religion) will present, "How (Not To) Be
Collegial: Professional Rivalry and Collaboration in Neo-Assyrian Documents and the
Hebrew Bible" This project examines the strategies that scholars, priests, prophets, and
other professionals use to discredit, collaborate, or cooperate with one another, according
to Neo-Assyrian letters and reports and the Hebrew Bible. What tactics did scholars and
religious professionals use to cast doubt on the work of their peers? Is there evidence for
reasons that motivated rivalries? To what extent did these professionals collaborate? How
were these professional relationships similar and different in Neo-Assyria, Israel, and
Judah, as depicted in these sources? Answering these questions provides a better
understanding of how these professionals functioned amongst their own colleagues.
Reception at 3:45 p.m.
Contact: Nancy Williams
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free
Details: Join us today: "Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
UKirk Tuesdays
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Second Presbyterian
Cost: Free
Details: UKirk is a college ministry of the Presbyterian (USA) Church open to all college
students in Spartanburg. We meet each Tuesday at Second Presbyterian (right across
Church Street) for a home-cooked meal, worship, and fellowship. We welcome all, so we
hope you will join us!
Contact: Julie Woodson
Contact: Julie Woodson
Email: woodsonjl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-329-5998
Two to Tell 
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101 
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy this creative competition of photographs and presentations by
experienced international travelers.We use a fast-paced, exciting format. See your friends
present on their experiences from overseas using 6 compelling images, and a two minute
story. Come support your friends and help them to win the competition, as the audiences
assists in voting! First prize: $500! To learn more about "Two to Tell" visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/twoToTell/ 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
BIG AIR hosted by WAC
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Big Air Trampoline Park
Cost: Free for first hour: Must Register
Details: WAC is hosting an exciting event at Big Air, the trampoline park here in town,
TONIGHT, March 7, at 7 p.m. Wofford students will be able to jump AT NOT COST
from 7 until 8 p.m. To jump for free you MUST fill out this form:
(https://goo.gl/forms/joWGaGn2F4owq42S2) Then meet us at Big Air to check-in and
sign your waivers between 6:30 and 7:00 PM. The free jump will last until 8 p.m.
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
RUF Large Group
Date/Time: 3/7/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: RUF is meeting in McMillan Theater at 9 p.m. to go through the 10
Commandments. Come for the message; stay for the delicious dessert. Everybody is
welcome, and please bring a friend! We hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
 
Upcoming Events
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in launching a new idea? Or solving a sustainability challenge? Maybe
creating a social venture? Enter the Terrier StartUp Challenge and compete for $8,000 in
prize money to get your idea off the ground! The Terrier Startup Challenge is for students
across all majors with an entrepreneurial idea. For more information, attend the info
session on March 8, from 11 to 11:15 a.m. in The Space.
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: We Will be continuing our series, Jesus changes _______. This week we will
address the issue of suffering.
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: tokayjb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room, Burwell Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Do you ever wonder what Dean Bigger, Dean Wallace, or Dr. Wilson were like
as students? Here's your chance! Come hear them speak about their days as students.
They were among the first group of women admitted to Wofford. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Swing Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Join the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega and Spartanburg Swing for a night of
swing dancing! A lesson will be taught by Spartanburg Swing instructors at 7 p.m.,
followed by dancing from 8-10 p.m. Come for the free lesson, stay for the great music,
dancing, and company. See y'all there!
Contact: Jamie Hall
Email: halljm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-921-4468
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
Date/Time: 3/10/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Come hang out in Anna Todd and see who can decorate the best cupcake! 
Contact: KJ Atwood
Email: atwoodkj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
Date/Time: 3/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Spend a couple of hours volunteering at either a Habitat for Humanity site or the
Spartanburg Soup Kitchen. Please email Toria Teamer at teamertc@wofford.edu to RSVP
by Friday, March 10. Sponsored by the Center for Community-Based Learning. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Bego?a Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing 'Communities'
to the Classroom Through Technology"
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The CIL is pleased to invite all interested faculty and staff to our Teachers
Talking Teaching speaker series. For the second event of our spring series, Dr. Begona
Caballero-Garcia of the Modern Languages department will be sharing her thoughts and
experiences on "Bringing 'Communities' to the Classroom Through Technology." Light
refreshments will be provided.
Contact: Dr. Cate Blouke
Email: bloukecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5047
 
Announcements
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30 -
12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are
welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Apply for staff positions on newspaper and yearbook
Details: The Board of Publications is now accepting applications for paid staff positions
Details: The Board of Publications is now accepting applications for paid staff positions
on the newspaper and yearbook. If you'd like to apply to be editor, section editor,
designer, writer, photographer, columnist, or web/media specialist, pick up an application
from Jo Ann Brasington or Dr. Trakas (trakasdp@wofford.edu). Deadline for applications
is March 10.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Meeting of Wofford's Secular Student Alliance "Atheists Anonymous"
Details: The meeting will be held from 6:30-7:30 p.m., in Main 126. Please come join us
for the second congregation of Atheists Anonymous. We will be brainstorming ideas,
organizing members, and possibly assigning leadership positions - so please come if you
have any interest in continuing with the club.
Contact: Rhiannon Lemaster or Ellie Gagnon
Email: lemasterrw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-518-1475
PURE Insurance- Now Hiring
Details: Stop by The Space this Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., to talk with a
recruiter from PURE Insurance. They are currently hiring graduating seniors for a
Member Services role. Taco Dog will be provided. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: Parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Southern Teachers Agency- On Campus
Details: Southern Teachers Agency will be in The Space this Thursday from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. Stop by and learn more about careers in teaching and coaching in private schools.
Teaching degrees are not required to work for STA. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: Parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Service Project this Saturday 1-3
Details: Join Wofford students for a focused two-hour service project in the Northside
Community on Saturday, March 11 from 1-3 p.m. We will work with the Trees Coalition
and Spartanburg Green Congregations to remove some invasive plant species. There will
be trainers and supervisors to help. Make a positive difference! Details are on flyers
around campus. Open to all. We need people to sign up in advance. Contact
chaplain@wofford.edu for more info or to sign up. 
Contact: Rev. Ron
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 in Gray-Jones room. Freshman
Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Ned Henn
Contact: Ned Henn
Email: ned.henn@campusoutreach.org
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 8, 2017
Date: March 8, 2017 at 9:25 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
NOTE: The announcements sent out earlier today were for Thursday, March 9. Below are
the announcements for TODAY, Wednesday, March 8.
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 8,
2017
 
Today's Events
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
James Fund's March Madness Stock Challenge
Holy Communion
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Cafe Francais
Upcoming Events
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Meditation Moments
The Place of Vulnerability in an Ethics of Contingency
Swing Night
The Period Project
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
5K Empowering Run/Walk
Staff Advisory Council Meeting
CPR Training Classes
Announcements
Sign up for a two hour Service Project Sat., March 11
Freshman Bible Studies
Environmental Studies Sustainability Student Worker
State Tornado Drill
 
 
Today's Events
Terrier StartUp Challenge Info Session
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in launching a new idea? Or solving a sustainability challenge? Maybe
creating a social venture? Enter the Terrier StartUp Challenge and compete for $8,000 in
prize money to get your idea off the ground! The Terrier Startup Challenge is for students
across all majors with an entrepreneurial idea. For more information, attend the info
session TODAY from 11 to 11:15 a.m. in The Space.
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
James Fund's March Madness Stock Challenge
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Zach's and Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: The James Fund is holding its annual March Madness Stock Challenge. Signup
and pick three stocks for free for a chance at winning a Visa gift card. Students with the
top three average investment returns after two weeks will be pronounced 2017's winners.
Signups are Tuesday, March 7th and Wednesday, March 8th from 11-1 am in Zach's and
Burwell. The competition will run from Monday, March 13th until Friday, March 24th.
Contact: Doug Beckner
Email: becknerda@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 336-266-3860
Holy Communion 
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY and each Wednesday during Lent
from 12:30 - 12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant.
All are welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: free
Details: The Gen Ed Reform Steering Committee seeks feedback on the materials
presented to the faculty and staff at the March 3 Gen Ed reform meeting. If you could not
attend that meeting, the full presentation is available on the Faculty Moodle page
(audio/visual and full-text versions). This is the first of six scheduled feedback sessions.
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Cafe Francais
Date/Time: 3/8/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Game Room, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford French Club is organizing the Cafe Francais from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.! Free cookies will be provided! It's a great opportunity to meet French people,
improve your French and discover the French culture! Everyone is welcome! Yumeng
Zhang and Sabrina Arab zhangy6@wofford.edu arabs@wofford.edu 
Contact: Sabrina Arab
Email: arabs@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
 
Upcoming Events
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room, Burwell Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Do you ever wonder what Dean Bigger, Dean Wallace, or Dr. Wilson were like
as students? Here's your chance! Come hear them speak about their days as students.
They were among the first group of women admitted to Wofford. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Meditation Moments
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Are you having trouble falling asleep? Can't shut your mind off? Feeling irritated
or anxious? Take a few minutes out of your busy day to sit in a quiet room on a soft
cushion surrounded by soothing sounds, candles, and aromatherapy. Guided meditation
will lead you through slowing your breathing and relaxing your body. No pressure.
will lead you through slowing your breathing and relaxing your body. No pressure.
Everyone welcome! Every Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in Mickel Chapel (bottom of Main
building). We will always finish by 12:45 p.m.
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
The Place of Vulnerability in an Ethics of Contingency
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us as Dr. Sarah Mattice, Associate Professor of Philosophy at the
University of North Florida, discusses the role within Confucian thought of women and
other marginalized or vulnerable populations. All are welcome to attend.
Contact: Jeremy Henkel
Email: henkelje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4594
Swing Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Join the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega and Spartanburg Swing for a night of
swing dancing! A lesson will be taught by Spartanburg Swing instructors at 7 p.m.,
followed by dancing from 8-10 p.m. Come for the free lesson, stay for the great music,
dancing, and company. See y'all there!
Contact: Jamie Hall
Email: halljm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-921-4468
The Period Project
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Imagine not having access to a shower or feminine products on your period. This
is a pressing need that is often overlooked. Let's have a packing party to put together
period packs for local shelters, World Relief and students in need in area schools. We
have a request for packs that contain pads and panty liners ONLY, so no tampons this go
round. These packs will be distributed through The Homeless Period Project. If you can't
come, but would still like to contribute, feel free to drop products off at the AMS House!
Contact: Chie Mushayamunda
Email: mushayamundacr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 336-837-9647
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
Date/Time: 3/10/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Come hang out in Anna Todd, and decorate a cupcake! We will see who can
create the best one.
Contact: KJ Atwood
Email: atwoodkj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
Date/Time: 3/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Spend a couple of hours volunteering at either a Habitat for Humanity site or the
Spartanburg Soup Kitchen. Please email Toria Teamer at teamertc@wofford.edu to RSVP
by Friday, March 10. Sponsored by the Center for Community-Based Learning. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
5K Empowering Run/Walk
Date/Time: 3/12/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building 
Cost: Free
Details: A great opportunity to celebrate Women's History Month by running or walking
5K. This event allows us to enjoy our freedom of being able to do any kind of outdoor
activities. You can dedicate your miles to those women around the world who are not
even allowed to leave their houses. Sponsored by Muslim Student Association and
Wofford College Residence Life
Contact: Farahnaz Afaq
Email: afaqf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 802-999-6215
Staff Advisory Council Meeting
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Grey-Jones Room
Cost: Free to Attend
Details: Wofford's Staff Advisory Council will hold their monthly meeting Monday,
March 13, at 12 p.m. in the Grey-Jones Room. Please join us to hear the latest on what
SAC is doing for the staff members at Wofford.
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4367
CPR Training Classes
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 1:00:00 PM
Location: Harley Room
Cost: Free
Details: Free CPR Classes will be offered March 14th, 15th and 16th from 1-4 p.m. in the
Harley Room. Classes are approximately 1 hour in length. If interested, please RSVP to
Lisa Lefebvre (lefebvrelm@wofford.edu). This event is co-sponosred by Athletics and the
Lisa Lefebvre (lefebvrelm@wofford.edu). This event is co-sponosred by Athletics and the
Wellness Center
Contact: Elizabeth Rabb
Email: rabbew@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4492
 
Announcements
Sign up for a two hour Service Project Sat., March 11
Details: Join Wofford students for a focused two-hour service project in the Northside
Community on Saturday, March 11 from 1-3 p.m. We will work with the Trees Coalition
and Spartanburg Green Congregations to remove some invasive plant species. There will
be trainers and supervisors to help. Make a positive difference! Details are on flyers
around campus. Open to all. We need people to sign up in advance. Contact
chaplain@wofford.edu for more info or to sign up. 
Contact: Rev. Ron
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 in Gray-Jones room. Freshman
Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Ned Henn
Email: ned.henn@campusoutreach.org
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
Environmental Studies Sustainability Student Worker
Details: Dr. Amy Telligman, Professor of Environmental Studies, is recruiting for two
enthusiastic students to help assess Wofford College's sustainability performance. View
the full job description and requirements on Terrier Black Book
(www.terrierblackbook.com). Apply online or submit your resume, cover letter and one
(1) reference to John Coleman in The Space at colemanjn@wofford.edu 
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
State Tornado Drill
Details: Spartanburg County will participate in a state-wide tornado drill today at 9 a.m.
County sirens will sound. Wofford will participate by exercising our outdoor warning
system sirens as well. Please take the opportunity to review your safe area with your
students and co-workers. Do not shelter when our sirens are tested but do think about the
actions that you would take. Locations and procedures can be reviewed at
https://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/tornadoWarning/ Again, please do not move to
your safe areas but review our procedures. 
your safe areas but review our procedures. 
Contact: Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4352
 
Lost and Found
Found: A black, St. Johns Bay XLT jacket was found on the loading dock of Milliken. To
claim it, please come to RMSC306.
Contact: Susan Thomas
Email: thomassm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 9, 2017
Date: March 9, 2017 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 9,
2017
 
Today's Events
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Meet the Founders of Investment App "Grain"
RUF Lunch
The Place of Vulnerability in an Ethics of Contingency
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Wild Wing Cafe Percent Night
Catholic Mass
Swing Night
Upcoming Events
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
Pre-Law Society Luncheon/Meet & Greet
Spring Interest Fair 2017
Senior 50 Days Party
Announcements
Admissions Event: Expect Alternate Parking
Apply for staff positions on newspaper and yearbook
Freshman Bible Studies
Committee Evaluations for Pre-Dental Students
Two to Tell - Winners!
Southern Teachers Agency on campus today
 
 
Today's Events
"Then & Now" Wofford's First Women Panel Discussion
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room, Burwell Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Do you ever wonder what Dean Bigger, Dean Wallace, or Dr. Wilson were like
as students? Here's your chance! Come hear them speak about their days as students.
They were among the first group of women admitted to Wofford. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The Gen Ed Reform Steering Committee seeks feedback on the materials
presented to the faculty and staff at the March 3 Gen Ed reform meeting. If you could not
attend that meeting, the full presentation is available on the Faculty Moodle page
(audio/visual and full-text versions). This is the second of six scheduled feedback
sessions.
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Meet the Founders of Investment App "Grain"
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: the Space
Cost: Free
Details: Meet the co-founders of "Grain", the only personal investment app powered by
IBM Watson! The team will share their triumphs and struggles they experienced on their
journey from The University of Notre Dame to Silicon Valley. All are welcome! 
Contact: Tyler Senecal
Email: senecaltj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
RUF Lunch
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF at 11:30 a.m. in Burwell as we fellowship together over lunch.
Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
The Place of Vulnerability in an Ethics of Contingency
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us this afternoon as Dr. Sarah Mattice, Associate Professor of
Philosophy at the University of North Florida, discusses the role within Confucian
Philosophy at the University of North Florida, discusses the role within Confucian
thought of women and other marginalized or vulnerable populations. All are welcome to
attend.
Contact: Jeremy Henkel
Email: henkelje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4594
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Wild Wing Cafe Percent Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Wild Wing Cafe - Downtown
Cost: 
Details: March is Tri Delta-St. Jude Month and what better way to celebrate than with
wings? Join the sisters of Tri Delta for dinner at Wild Wing Cafe tonight from 5-9 p.m.
Just drop your receipt in the box on your way out and your check will help the kids at St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital. 
Contact: Emily Ledford
Email: ledfordel@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-415-0401
Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Catholic Campus Ministry Center
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a celebration of the Catholic Mass every Thursday at 6 p.m., at
the Catholic Campus Ministry Center (located at Church and Evins Street intersection).
Mass will be followed by a catered dinner.
Contact: David Alvis
Email: alvisjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4588
Swing Night
Date/Time: 3/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Join the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega and Spartanburg Swing for a night of
swing dancing! A lesson will be taught by Spartanburg Swing instructors at 7 p.m.,
followed by dancing from 8-10 p.m. Come for the free lesson, stay for the great music,
dancing, and company. See y'all there!
dancing, and company. See y'all there!
Contact: Jamie Hall
Email: halljm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-921-4468
 
Upcoming Events
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
Date/Time: 3/10/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Come decorate some cupcakes in Anna Todd! There will be a prize for the best
one! Basketball, 4 square, and spikeball will also be going on.
Contact: KJ Atwood
Email: atwoodkj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
Pre-Law Society Luncheon/Meet & Greet
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in going to law school then this event is for you! Stop by
from 11 a.m. - 12 p.m., for lunch from Taco Dog for this informal meet & greet with
Wofford's pre-law faculty and the pre-law society officers. You'll learn about the exciting
events we're hosting this semester, pre-law interim, how the advisors can help you prepare
your law school applications, and how you can get involved!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Spring Interest Fair 2017
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Want to get more involved on campus? Come check out all of the different
organizations you can join on and off Wofford's Campus! For the first time ever, we will
be hosting a Spring 2017 Interest Fair next week on Tuesday, March 14, starting at 5 p.m.
ORGANIZATIONS - If you would like to sign up to have a table at the event, please
follow this link: http://www.wofford.edu/campusLife/interestFair/. We encourage
everyone to participate!
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Senior 50 Days Party
Senior 50 Days Party
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III, The Village
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford seniors, the Office of Alumni invites you to kick off your final 50 days
at the Senior 50 Days Fiesta! There will be margaritas, Mexican fare, and more. You don't
want to miss it! 
Contact: Alex Hunt
Email: huntam@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
 
Announcements
Admissions Event: Expect Alternate Parking
Details: Wofford Admission is hosting an event Sunday, March 12- Monday, March 13,
as we are expecting a large number of visitors. Please expect limited parking availability
in the Admission lot. On event days, our campus visitors have preferential parking in this
lot. 
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Apply for staff positions on newspaper and yearbook
Details: The Board of Publications is now accepting applications for paid staff positions
on the newspaper and yearbook. If you'd like to apply to be editor, section editor,
designer, writer, photographer, columnist, or web/media specialist, pick up an application
from Jo Ann Brasington or Dr. Trakas (trakasdp@wofford.edu). Deadline for applications
is March 10.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 p.m. in Gray-Jones room.
Freshman Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: tokayjb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
Committee Evaluations for Pre-Dental Students
Details: If you are a Pre-Dental student and interested in applying to Dental Schools, it is
time to begin the committee evaluation process. Please stop by RMSC306. Ms. Thomas
will explain the process and get you started with the required paperwork.
Contact: Susan Thomas
Email: thomassm@wofford.edu
Email: thomassm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
Two to Tell - Winners! 
Details: Congratulations and a job well done to all of the presenters at the annual "Two to
Tell" competition on Tuesday! The votes have been counted, and the winners are: First
prize, Will Randall '19, "If Walls Could Talk"; second prize, Punam Mulji '17, "At the end
of the road"; third prize, Erin Jacobs '18, "My Travels." Check @wocostudyabroad on
Instagram to see photos from these students' winning presentations! 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Southern Teachers Agency on campus today
Details: Southern Teachers Agency will be in The Space from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., to meet
with students interested in a career in teaching or coaching in private schools. Teaching
degree is not required. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker 
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 10, 2017
Date: March 10, 2017 at 8:51 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 10,
2017
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
Upcoming Events
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
5K Empowering Run/Walk
Sunday Catholic Mass
Staff Advisory Council Meeting
Study Abroad Orientation - Nuts & Bolts
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Begona Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing
'Communities' to the Classroom Through Technology"
Pre-Law Society Luncheon/Meet & Greet
Spring Interest Fair 2017
Announcements
Admissions Event: Expect Alternate Parking
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Freshman Bible Studies
Pre-Dental Students-Committee Evaluations
Two to Tell - Winners
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Environmental Sciences Sustainability Student Workers
SAVE THE DATE- BMW on campus 3/16
 
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/10/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00,
Cardio Dance Blast @5:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Cupcakes in Anna Todd
Date/Time: 3/10/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Come Hang out in Anna Todd and decorate the best cupcake! Prize!
Contact: KJ Atwood
Email: atwoodkj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
 
Upcoming Events
"Know Your Place...Give Back"
Date/Time: 3/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Spend a couple of hours volunteering at either a Habitat for Humanity site or the
Spartanburg Soup Kitchen. Please email Toria Teamer at teamertc@wofford.edu to RSVP
by Friday, March 10. Sponsored by the Center for Community-Based Learning. 
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
5K Empowering Run/Walk
Date/Time: 3/12/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building 
Cost: Free
Details: A great opportunity to celebrate Women's History Month by running or walking
5K. This event allows us to enjoy our freedom of being able to do any kind of outdoor
activities. You can dedicate your miles to those women around the world who are not
even allowed to leave their houses. Sponsored by Muslim Student Association and
Wofford College Residence Life.
Contact: Farahnaz Afaq
Email: afaqf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 802-999-6215
Sunday Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 3/12/2017 5:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 3/12/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Catholic Campus Ministry Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Campus Ministry offers a mass on Sundays at 5 p.m. at the Catholic
Campus Ministry Center (located at Church and Evins). Please join us for mass followed
by dinner for students and faculty.
Contact: David Alvis
Email: alvisjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4588
Staff Advisory Council Meeting
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Grey-Jones Room
Cost: Free to Attend
Details: Wofford's Staff Advisory Council will hold their monthly meeting Monday,
March 13 at 12 p.m. in the Gray-Jones Room. Please join us to hear the latest on what
SAC is doing for the staff members at Wofford.
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (864) 597-4367
Study Abroad Orientation - Nuts & Bolts
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 regarding general preparations for international travel, such as banking, flights,
packing, and other logistical matters. All students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 are required to attend. Please note that this orientation will be offered twice to
accommodate students' schedules. If you are unable to attend Monday, make plans to
attend Tuesday's session at 11 a.m. in Olin 101. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Bego?a Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing 'Communities'
to the Classroom Through Technology"
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The CIL is pleased to invite all interested faculty and staff to our Teachers
Talking Teaching speaker series. For the second event of our spring series, Dr. Begona
Caballero-Garcia of the Modern Languages department will be sharing her thoughts and
experiences on "Bringing 'Communities' to the Classroom Through Technology." Light
refreshments will be provided.
Contact: Dr. Cate Blouke
Email: bloukecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5047
Pre-Law Society Luncheon/Meet & Greet
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in going to law school then this event is for you! Stop by
from 11a.m. - 12 p.m. for lunch from Taco Dog for this informal meet & greet with
Wofford's pre-law faculty and the pre-law society officers. You'll learn about the exciting
events we're hosting this semester, pre-law interim, how the advisors can help you prepare
your law school applications, and how you can get involved!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Spring Interest Fair 2017
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: FREE
Details: Want to get more involved on campus? Come check out all of the different
organizations you can join on and off Wofford's Campus! For the first time ever, we will
be hosting a Spring 2017 Interest Fair next week on Tuesday, March 14, starting at 5 p.m.
ORGANIZATIONS - If you would like to sign up to have a table at the event, please
follow this link: http://www.wofford.edu/campusLife/interestFair/. We encourage
everyone to participate!
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Announcements
Admissions Event: Expect Alternate Parking
Details: Wofford Admission is hosting an event Sunday, March 12- Monday, March 13,
as we are expecting a large number of visitors. Please expect limited parking availability
in the Admission lot. On event days, our campus visitors have preferential parking in this
lot. 
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 p.m., in Gray-Jones room.
Freshman Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: tokayjb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
Pre-Dental Students-Committee Evaluations
Details: If you are a Pre-Dental student and interested in applying to Dental Schools, it is
time to begin your committee evaluations . Please stop by RMSC306. Ms. Thomas will
explain the process and get you started on the required paperwork.
Contact: Susan Thomas
Email: thomassm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
Two to Tell - Winners 
Details: Congratulations and a job well done to all of the presenters at the annual "Two to
Tell" competition on Tuesday! The votes have been counted, and the winners are: First
prize, Will Randall '19, "If Walls Could Talk"; second prize, Punam Mulji '17, "At the end
of the road"; third prize, Erin Jacobs '18, "My Travels." Check @wocostudyabroad on
Instagram to see photos from these students' winning presentations! 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Details: SATURDAY: Boot Camp @11:00am, Buns of Steel @11:30am...SUNDAY: Boot
Camp @4:00pm, Buns of Steel @4:30pm!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Environmental Sciences Sustainability Student Workers
Details: Dr. Amy Telligman, Professor of Environmental Studies, is recruiting for two
enthusiastic students to help assess Wofford College's sustainability performance. View
the full job description and requirements on Terrier Black Book
(www.terrierblackbook.com). Apply online or submit your resume, cover letter and one
(1) reference to John Coleman in The Space at colemanjn@wofford.edu 
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Telephone/Extension: 4264
SAVE THE DATE- BMW on campus 3/16
Details: BMW Manufacturing will be hosting an information session on Thursday, March
16, from 5 - 6 p.m., to discuss upcoming summer and fall internships. All years and
majors encouraged to attend to find out more about paid internship opportunities. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
 
Lost and Found
Found: Black Columbia short-length rain jacket (Men's). See Mrs. Blackwell in Daniel to
claim.
Contact: Joyce Blackwell
Email: blackwelljg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4580
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 13, 2017
Date: March 13, 2017 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 13,
2017
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Today's Events
Staff Advisory Council Meeting TODAY
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free to Attend
Details: Wofford's Staff Advisory Council will hold their monthly meeting today,
Monday, March 13, at 12 p.m. in the Gray-Jones Room. Please join us to hear the latest
on what SAC is doing for the staff members at Wofford.
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4367
Study Abroad Orientation - Nuts & Bolts
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 regarding general preparations for international travel, such as banking, flights,
packing, and other logistical matters. All students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 are required to attend. Please note that this orientation will be offered twice to
accommodate students' schedules. If you are unable to attend Monday, make plans to
attend Tuesday's session at 11 a.m. in Olin 101. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
RESULTS Meeting
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:15:00 PM
Location: Olin 115A
Cost: Free
Details: All Wofford and Spartanburg community is welcome to join us for a conference
call about RESULTS, a non-partisan grassroots advocacy organization creating the
political will to end hunger and poverty. We believe that having one out of 5 children
living in poverty in the U.S is not right. We believe that we can change things. Join us to
learn what you can do today to help end poverty in America. To learn more about
RESULTS, visit www.results.org.
Contact: Bethany Moore
Email: moorebt@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-495-2509
Teachers Talking Teaching - Dr. Begona Caballero-Garcia, "Bringing 'Communities'
to the Classroom Through Technology"
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The CIL is pleased to invite all interested faculty and staff to our Teachers
Talking Teaching speaker series. For the second event of our spring series, Dr. Begona
Caballero-Garcia of the Modern Languages department will be sharing her thoughts and
experiences on "Bringing 'Communities' to the Classroom Through Technology." Light
refreshments will be provided.
Contact: Dr. Cate Blouke
Contact: Dr. Cate Blouke
Email: bloukecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5047
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Date/Time: 3/13/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: The Gen Ed Reform Steering Committee seeks feedback on the materials
presented to the faculty and staff at the March 3 Gen Ed reform meeting. If you could not
attend that meeting, the full presentation is available on the Faculty Moodle page
(audio/visual and full-text versions). This is the fourth of six scheduled feedback sessions.
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
 
Upcoming Events
Pre-Law Society Luncheon/Meet & Greet
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in going to law school then this event is for you! Stop by
from 11 a.m. - 12 p.m., for lunch from Taco Dog for this informal meet & greet with
Wofford's pre-law faculty and the pre-law society officers. You'll learn about the exciting
events we're hosting this semester, pre-law interim, how the advisors can help you prepare
your law school applications, and how you can get involved!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Pie for Pi Day
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: The Math Club will be handing out pieces of pie in front of Old Main on
Details: The Math Club will be handing out pieces of pie in front of Old Main on
Tuesday, March 14, (3.14) to celebrate Pi Day. Come get a slice while supplies last.
Contact: Amanda Mason
Email: masonas@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4526
Spring Interest Fair 2017
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Want to get more involved on campus? Come check out all of the different
organizations you can join on and off Wofford's Campus! For the first time ever, we will
be hosting a Spring 2017 Interest Fair this TUESDAY, March 14, starting at 5 p.m.
ORGANIZATIONS - If you would like to sign up to have a table at the event, please
follow this link: http://www.wofford.edu/campusLife/interestFair/. We encourage
everyone to participate!
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
To Serve Beyond Death: The Contested Construction of a Colonial Mausoleum in
French Morocco
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Talk by Dr. Stacy Holden of Purdue University's History Department about:
Mar?chal Hubert Lyautey died in Thorey, France in July 1934, and the French
government laid him to rest in a mausoleum in Rabat, Morocco the next year, in October
1935. Lyautey was the first Resident General of the French Protectorate of Morocco
(1912-1925). He had been a devout Catholic, a committed colonial administrator and
loyal French military officer. And yet, this mausoleum eschewed most architectural
representations of his faith, vocation and nation. Instead, the French constructed a
simulacrum of a burial site of an Islamic holy man from medieval Morocco. Thus, the
modest square structure consisted of whitewashed walls capped with a sloping roof of
green ceramic tiles. Its architect?an Orientalist painter with a penchant for fanciful uses of
pastels?inscribed the epitaph in French and Arabic, thereby ensuring that a dual audience
could appreciate the Mar?chal's legacy. "Architecture, like music," writes historian Diana
Wylie, "has enormous power to express, and to shape, who people think they are and what
they believe in." Building on this intriguing statement, my talk examines responses to this
funerary structure honoring a French colonial hero. In doing so, I uncover surprising
tensions between the French and the purportedly coopted Moroccan elite employed within
the institutions of the colonial state.
Contact: Courtney Dorroll
Email: dorrollcm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5026
Articulating the study abroad experience
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room
Cost: Free
Details: Want to better articulate your study abroad skills? Students interested in better
defining skills gained from their study abroad experience on their resumes, in job
interviews and on graduate school applications should attend this workshop.
Representatives from the Office of International Programs and The Space will discuss
ways to better verbalize such experience for both U.S. and international potential
employers and help students explore specific skills gained through study abroad. This info
session is a must for all study abroad alums!
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
#BecauseOfHer Appreciation Event
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and thank the women in your life! Let your mother, grandmother,
sister or professor know how thankful you are for them by writing a note to tell them the
impact they've had on you. Cupcakes will be provided by Sugah Cakes. Sponsored by the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
 
Announcements
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 p.m., in Gray-Jones room.
Freshman Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: TokayJB@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30 to
12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are
welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
College Democrats Interest Meeting
Details: The College Democrats will be holding an interest meeting on Tuesday, March
Details: The College Democrats will be holding an interest meeting on Tuesday, March
14 at 11:30 a.m., in the Campus Life Game room. You do not have to align politically to
come! Bring your friends!
Contact: Tom Stack
Email: stacktn@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 804-874-3959
Lucky Dog Fundraiser Event 
Details: PAWS for a Cause will be selling green paw prints for $1 until March 17. For
every paw print purchased your name will be entered to win a $25 Willy Taco gift card.
The paw prints will be displayed in Zach's and all proceeds will go directly to the
Spartanburg Humane Society. 
Contact: Gracie Minor 
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-219-0742
Sullivan Summit - Spring 2017
Details: Are you looking to deepen your understanding of social entrepreneurship? You're
invited to attend this year's Sullivan Summit! The conference runs April 7-9 and will be
held in Raleigh, N.C. The Sullivan Summit is designed to provide students from across
the U.S. with an exceptional professional development opportunity that promotes deeper
understanding of the social innovation and entrepreneurship community ? and deepens
peer relationships and connections. Please email Curt at mcphailpc@wofford.edu for
details and to register for the event. Deadline to register is March 21. 
Contact: Curt McPhail 
Email: mcphailpc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Save the date-- BMW in The Space
Details: BMW Manufacturing will be hosting an information session on Thursday, March
16, from 5 - 6 p.m., to discuss upcoming summer and fall internships. All years and
majors encouraged to attend to find out more about paid internship opportunities.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 14, 2017
Date: March 14, 2017 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 14,
2017
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Today's Events
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The Gen Ed Reform Steering Committee seeks feedback on the materials
presented to the faculty and staff at the March 3 Gen Ed reform meeting. If you could not
attend that meeting, the full presentation is available on the Faculty Moodle page
(audio/visual and full-text versions). This is the fifth of six scheduled feedback sessions.
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Pre-Law Society Luncheon/Meet & Greet
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in going to law school then this event is for you! Stop by
from 11 a.m. - 12 p.m., for lunch from Taco Dog for this informal meet & greet with
Wofford's pre-law faculty and the pre-law society officers. You'll learn about the exciting
events we're hosting this semester, pre-law interim, how the advisors can help you prepare
your law school applications, and how you can get involved!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Study Abroad Orientation - Nuts & Bolts
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 regarding general preparations for international travel, such as banking, flights,
packing, and other logistical matters. All students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017 are required to attend.
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Pie for Pi Day
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: The Math Club will be handing out pieces of pie in front of Old Main today at 11
a.m. to celebrate Pi Day. Come get a slice while supplies last.
Contact: Amanda Mason
Email: masonas@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4526
Table Francaise
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 11:45:00 AM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: 
Details: Wofford French Club is organizing la Table Francaise from 11:45 a.m. to 12:45
p.m. This event will be held in Burwell, on the left side of the cafeteria when you enter. If
you can't find us, feel free to contact us via email. It is a great opportunity to meet real
French people and improve your French! All levels of speakers are welcome! Zhang
Yumeng: zhangy6@email.wofford.edu Sabrina Arab: arabs@wofford.edu 
Contact: Sabrina Arab
Email: arabs@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
Free! CPR Training
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 1:00:00 PM
Location: Harley Room
Cost: Free 
Details: Athletics and the Wellness Center are co-sponsoring free CPR Training Classes
on March 14, 15 and 16 in the Harley Room. Anyone interested should RSVP for a shift
(1-2 p.m., 2-3 p.m. or 3-4 p.m.) by emailing Lisa Lefebvre (lefebvrelm@wofford.edu). 
Contact: Elizabeth Rabb
Email: rabbew@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4492
To Serve Beyond Death: The Contested Construction of a Colonial Mausoleuam in
French Morocco
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Talk by Dr. Stacy Holden of Purdue University's History Department about:
Mar?chal Hubert Lyautey died in Thorey, France in July 1934, and the French
government laid him to rest in a mausoleum in Rabat, Morocco the next year, in October
1935. Lyautey was the first Resident General of the French Protectorate of Morocco
(1912-1925). He had been a devout Catholic, a committed colonial administrator and
loyal French military officer. And yet, this mausoleum eschewed most architectural
representations of his faith, vocation and nation. Instead, the French constructed a
simulacrum of a burial site of an Islamic holy man from medieval Morocco. Thus, the
modest square structure consisted of whitewashed walls capped with a sloping roof of
green ceramic tiles. Its architect?an Orientalist painter with a penchant for fanciful uses of
pastels?inscribed the epitaph in French and Arabic, thereby ensuring that a dual audience
could appreciate the Mar?chal's legacy. "Architecture, like music," writes historian Diana
Wylie, "has enormous power to express, and to shape, who people think they are and what
they believe in." Building on this intriguing statement, my talk examines responses to this
funerary structure honoring a French colonial hero. In doing so, I uncover surprising
tensions between the French and the purportedly coopted Moroccan elite employed within
the institutions of the colonial state.
Contact: Courtney Dorroll
Email: dorrollcm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5026
Spring Interest Fair 2017
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Bottom floor of Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Want to get more involved on campus? Come check out all of the different
organizations you can join on and off Wofford's Campus! Come out TODAY for the first
Spring 2017 Interest Fair at 5 p.m. We encourage everyone to participate!
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
RUF Large Group
Date/Time: 3/14/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: RUF is meeting in McMillan Theater at 9 p.m. to go through the 10
Commandments. Come for the message; stay for the delicious dessert. Everybody is
welcome, and please bring a friend! We hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
 
Upcoming Events
Articulating the study abroad experience
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room
Cost: Free
Details: Want to better articulate your study abroad skills? Students interested in better
defining skills gained from their study abroad experience on their resumes, in job
interviews and on graduate school applications should attend this workshop.
Representatives from the Office of International Programs and The Space will discuss
ways to better verbalize such experience for both U.S. and international potential
employers and help students explore specific skills gained through study abroad. This info
employers and help students explore specific skills gained through study abroad. This info
session is a must for all study abroad alums!
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Christian Hunt - "Red Wolf Revival" Film
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for this film about the Red Wolf recovery program in NC. A discussion
will follow led by Christian Hunt from Defenders of Wildlife.
Contact: Peter Brewitt
Email: brewittpk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4939
Spanish Studies Abroad in Argentina - Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in C?rdoba, Argentina should attend this interest
meeting with Spanish Studies Abroad, one of Wofford's study abroad partners. A program
representative will be present to share information about the program and answer any
student's questions. An International Programs adviser will also be available to discuss
study abroad policies and procedures at Wofford. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Debate Club First Meeting
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Main 126
Cost: Free
Details: The Debate Club will be holding its first meeting this Thursday at 11:30 a.m., in
MAIN 126. Come make history in being apart of Wofford's Debate Club. Pizza will be
provided. ALL ARE WELCOME. 
Contact: Kalvin Guyer
Email: guyerkl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 917-584-9033
 
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30 to
12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are
welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
College Democrats Interest Meeting 
Details: The College Democrats will be holding an interest meeting on Tuesday, March
14, at 11:30 a.m., in the Campus Life Game room. You do not have to align politically to
come! Bring your friends!
Contact: Tom Stack
Email: stacktn@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 804-874-3959
Admission Lot: Expect Alternate Parking
Details: Wofford Admission is expecting a large number of visitors for our Daily
Information Sessions at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. for the rest of the week. Please expect limited
parking availability in the Admission lot. Admission Guest Only signs will be placed in
spots that are required to accommodate our guests.
Contact: Chelsea Pagliuca
Email: pagliucacn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4132
Terrier StartUp Challenge 2017
Details: Are you considering a business idea or sustainability solution but haven't yet
developed the details? We'll help you articulate your idea and develop a pitch so you can
compete for $8,000 in prize money at the Terrier StartUp Challenge. Contact Lynne
Mullin at mullinls@wofford.edu or Tyler Senecal at senecaltj@wofford.edu for more
information or apply online at http://bit.ly/2lYMrA1. 
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 15, 2017
Date: March 15, 2017 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 15,
2017
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Medication Take Back Event
NSSE Visa Gift Card Winner
 
 
Today's Events
Gen Ed Reform Feedback Session
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: The Gen Ed Reform Steering Committee seeks feedback on the materials
presented to the faculty and staff at the March 3 Gen Ed reform meeting. If you could not
attend that meeting, the full presentation is available on the Faculty Moodle page
(audio/visual and full-text versions). This is the sixth and final of the scheduled feedback
sessions. Lunch will be provided. 
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Holy Communion
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. in Mickel
Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Articulating the study abroad experience
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room
Cost: Free
Details: Want to better articulate your study abroad skills? Students interested in better
defining skills gained from their study abroad experience on their resumes, in job
interviews and on graduate school applications should attend this workshop.
Representatives from the Office of International Programs and The Space will discuss
ways to better verbalize such experience for both U.S. and international potential
employers and help students explore specific skills gained through study abroad. This info
session is a must for all study abroad alums!
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
French Movie Night
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 6:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford French Club is screening 'Cyrano de Bergerac' a play written in 1897 by
Edmond Rostand. Cyrano (Depardieu), a master swordsman and poet, feels he cannot
woo his beloved Roxane (Anne Brochet) due to an unfortunate physical flaw: his
grotesquely large nose. Resigning himself to helping another suitor, the dashing yet
tongue-tied Christian (Vincent Perez), Cyrano uses his mastery of words to win Roxane
for him. But when Roxane finds that she has fallen for Christian's mind - and not for his
beauty - which of her two suitors will finally possess her heart ? Free Pizzas and drinks
will be provided and everyone is welcome to join us! If you intend to come, please send
Yumeng Zhang or Sabrina Arab a confirmation email before 3 p.m. so that we can make
sure we have enough food for everyone! zhangy6@email.wofford.edu
arabs@wofford.edu 
Contact: Sabrina Arab
Email: arabs@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
Christian Hunt - "Red Wolf Revival" Film
Date/Time: 3/15/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for this film about the Red Wolf recovery program in NC. A discussion
will follow led by Christian Hunt from Defenders of Wildlife.
Contact: Peter Brewitt
Email: brewittpk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4939
 
Upcoming Events
Spanish Studies Abroad in Argentina - Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in C?rdoba, Argentina should attend this interest
meeting with Spanish Studies Abroad, one of Wofford's study abroad partners. A program
representative will be present to share information about the program and answer any
student's questions. An International Programs adviser will also be available to discuss
study abroad policies and procedures at Wofford. Taco Dog catering will be provided for
interested students.
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Telephone/Extension: 4028
#BecauseOfHer Appreciation Event
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and thank the women in your life! Let your mother, grandmother,
sister or professor know how thankful you are for them by writing a note to tell them the
impact they've had on you. Cupcakes will be provided by Sugah Cakes. Sponsored by the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
IFYC Coffee & Chat
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Interfaith Youth Core for coffee, doughnuts, and an open-ended
discussion about current interfaith and intercultural issues. All opinions are welcome!
Contact: Saleha Salehani
Email: salehanisa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-4454
Debate Club First Meeting
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Main 126
Cost: Free
Details: The Debate Club will be holding its first meeting this Thursday at 11:30 a.m. in
Main 126. Come make history in being apart of Wofford's Debate Club. Pizza will be
provided. ALL ARE WELCOME. 
Contact: Kalvin Guyer
Email: guyerkl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 917-584-9033
History Talk: Origins of the Refugee Crisis in the Middle East
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Michelle Tusan, professor of History at the University of Nevada at Las
Vegas, will give a talk entitled: "No Place to Call Home: The Origins of the Refugee
Crisis in the Middle East." Dr. Tusan is the author of “Smyrna's Ashes: Humanitarianism,
Genocide and the Birth of the Middle East”, University of California Press, 2012. The talk
is sponsored by the Lewis P. Jones Visiting Professorship.
Contact: Mark S. Byrnes
Email: byrnesms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4591
Senior Donor Networking Happy Hour
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: RJ Rockers
Cost: Free
Details: Hey Seniors! We're hosting an exclusive happy hour for those who have made
their gift to the Senior Giving Campaign & we'd love to see you there! All Senior Giving
Campaign donors will enjoy free RJ Rockers beer & apps and the opportunity to network
with influential local alums! Be sure to make your gift by clicking the "Give Now" button
at this link so that you can attend! >> http://www.wofford.edu/seniorgiving/
Contact: Erin Hunter
Email: hunterem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4193
 
Announcements
Lucky Dog Fundraiser
Details: PAWS for a Cause will be selling green paw prints for $1 until March 17th. For
every paw print purchased your name will be entered to win a $25 Willy Taco gift card.
The paw prints will be displayed in Zach's and all proceeds will go directly to the
Spartanburg Humane Society. 
Contact: Gracie Minor
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-219-0742
Sullivan Summit - Spring 2017
Details: Are you looking to deepen your understanding of social entrepreneurship? You're
invited to attend this year's Sullivan Summit! The conference runs April 7-9 and will be
held in Raleigh, N.C. The Sullivan Summit is designed to provide students from across
the U.S. with an exceptional professional development opportunity that promotes deeper
understanding of the social innovation and entrepreneurship community ? and deepens
peer relationships and connections. Please email Curt at mcphailpc@wofford.edu for
details and to register for the event. Deadline to register is March 21st. 
Contact: Curt McPhail 
Email: mcphailpc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Terrier StartUp Challenge - Last day to apply
Details: Are you considering a business idea or sustainability solution but haven't yet
developed the details? We'll help you articulate your idea and develop a pitch so you can
compete for $8,000 in prize money at the Terrier StartUp Challenge. Contact Lynne
Mullin at mullinls@wofford.edu or Tyler Senecal at senecaltj@wofford.edu for more
information or apply online at http://bit.ly/2lYMrA1. 
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Paid staff positions on Wofford publications
Details: If you'd like to be an editor, assistant editor, section editor, designer, staff writer,
or web/social media editor for the yearbook or newspaper, pick up an application from Jo
Ann Brasington or Dr. Trakas. Deadline: March 20.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Wellness Wednesday - CPR
Details: We are offering American Heart Association's "Friends and Family" class this
week )(this is not for certification). Here are some facts about CPR to encourage you to
learn.
http://cpr.heart.org/AHAECC/CPRAndECC/AboutCPRFirstAid/CPRFactsAndStats/UCM
_475748_CPR-Facts-and-Stats.jsp 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 9 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
BMW Manufacturing Internships
Details: BMW Manufacturing will be hosting an information session in The Space this
Thursday from 5 - 6 p.m. All majors and class years encouraged to attend. Email Rebecca
Parker at parkerrm@wofford.edu to receive more information on the paid summer and
fall internship opportunities.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Internships with Senator Tim Scott
Details: Senator Tim Scott is accepting congressional internship applications for available
positions in the North Charleston, Columbia and Greenville offices for the summer of
2017. The internship program offers undergraduate and graduate students practical
experience in constituent services and government policy. The internship provides
experience in constituent services and government policy. The internship provides
students with the ability to work with and learn from public service professionals.
Students will learn valuable work experience and skills throughout their internship that
will help them gain a better understanding of how their government functions. Interested
South Carolina students should contact the internship coordinator at
internships@scott.senate.gov.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Medication Take Back Event
Details: Do you have old medications that you are not taking any more? Didn't finish a
prescription? Do not throw them in the trash or put them into the water supply! The
Mental Health Advisory Board is sponsoring a Medication Take Back next week,
Monday, March 20- Wednesday, March 22. Locations will be posted around campus for
safe disposal of medications. No questions asked - your privacy will be protected. More
information to come. Protect yourself; protect friends & family; protect the environment!
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
NSSE Visa Gift Card Winner
Details: Congratulations to our first $100 Visa Gift Card winner! Complete the NSSE
today to be entered in the next drawing which will be held on March 23!
Contact: Raymond Ruff
Email: ruffrh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4171
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Today's Events
Spanish Studies Abroad in Argentina - Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in C?rdoba, Argentina should attend this interest
meeting with Spanish Studies Abroad, one of Wofford's study abroad partners. A program
representative will be present to share information about the program and answer any
student's questions. An International Programs adviser will also be available to discuss
study abroad policies and procedures at Wofford. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
#BecauseOfHer Appreciation Event
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and thank the women in your life! Let your mother, grandmother,
sister or professor know how thankful you are for them by writing a note to tell them the
impact they've had on you. Cupcakes will be provided by Sugah Cakes. Sponsored by the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
IFYC Coffee & Chat
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Interfaith Youth Core for coffee, doughnuts, and an open-ended
discussion about current interfaith and intercultural issues. All opinions are welcome!
Contact: Saleha Salehani
Email: salehanisa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-4454
Debate Club First Meeting
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: MAIN 126
Cost: Free
Details: The Debate Club will be holding its first meeting this Thursday at 11:30 a.m. in
Main 126. Come make history in being apart of Wofford's Debate Club. Pizza will be
provided. ALL ARE WELCOME!
Contact: Kalvin Guyer
Email: guyerkl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 917-584-9033
Meditation Moments 
Meditation Moments 
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Join us today and every Thursday for a brief meditation. 
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
History Talk: Origins of the Refugee Crisis in the Middle East
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Michelle Tusan, professor of History at the University of Nevada at Las
Vegas, will give a talk entitled: "No Place to Call Home: The Origins of the Refugee
Crisis in the Middle East.? Dr. Tusan is the author of “Smyrna’s Ashes: Humanitarianism,
Genocide and the Birth of the Middle East”, University of California Press, 2012. The talk
is sponsored by the Lewis P. Jones Visiting Professorship.
Contact: Mark S. Byrnes
Email: byrnesms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4591
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
BMW Internships Information Session
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: BMW will be in The Space to talk with interested students about their paid
summer and fall internships. Stop by to meet with the recruiter and find out more about
their opportunities. All majors and class years are encouraged to attend.
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
WAC Bingo Night
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: MSBVC Galleria
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC as they host a fun BINGO night tonight in the Galleria from 7-9
Details: Come join WAC as they host a fun BINGO night tonight in the Galleria from 7-9
p.m.! There will be prizes for our winners! No bingo experience required.
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
RUF Lunch
Date/Time: 3/16/2017 11:30:00 PM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF at 11:30 in Burwell as we fellowship together over lunch.
Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
 
Upcoming Events
Welcoming Immigrants to Wofford and South Carolina 
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join the conversation as we hear a presentation by Dr. Hitesh Tolani, Wofford
alum, speak on the topic of welcoming immigrants to Wofford and South Carolina.
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4402
"This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic Literature, American Audiences"
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Marcia Lynx Qualey is the founding editor of "ArabLit," an award-winning
website that brings together Arabic translators, Arab authors, publishers, readers, students,
and editors around discussions of the role of Arabic literature and translation in a just?and
enjoyable?universe. Her talk is entitled "This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic
Literature, American Audiences."
Contact: Kirsten Krick-Aigner
Email: krickaignerka@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4506
Exploring Identity Structure & Social Structure in the Era of Globalization: A New
Planetary Sociology? Mini-Conference and Workshop
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: The Sociology and Anthropology Department is pleased to host a mini-
conference and workshop around the topic of planetary sociology. Please join us as we
discuss how globalization, a process fraught with ideology, both positively and negatively,
continues to be a framing device for formulating questions relating to economic progress,
but for which there are no definitive answers, given our socio-historical blinders. For
example, who defines societal goals, how are they being defined, and is their attainment
contingent on the application and maintenance of force, or possible in a manner that is
consistent with and conducive to the application and strengthening of democratic
principles? While globalization looks at the humanity-earth system as an open system,
planetary sociology suggests an alternative perspective, stressing that our planet
increasingly resembles a closed system. What does the planetary sociology perspective
mean for the place of individuals in the world today, as we are being shaped by forces and
structures we are not necessarily well-positioned to understand? Guest speakers include
Harry F. Dahms, Professor of Sociology, University of Tennessee, Jeffrey Halley,
Professor of Sociology, University of Texas-San Antonio, and Michael Thompson,
Associate Professor of Political Science at William Patterson University and editor of
Logos: A Journal of Modern Society and Culture. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Contact: Rhiannon Leebrick
Email: leebrickra@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4555
Senior 50 Days Party
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III, The Village
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford seniors, the Office of Alumni invites you to kick off your final 50 days
at the Senior 50 Days Fiesta! There will be margaritas, Mexican fare, and more. You don't
want to miss it! Register today at wofford.edu/alumni.
Contact: Alex Hunt
Email: huntam@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
 
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Freshman Bible Studies
Details: Freshman Guys bible study is Monday night at 9 in Gray-Jones room. Freshman
Girls bible study is in Anna Todd Wofford Center, Thursdays at 9 p.m.!
Contact: Ned Henn
Email: ned.henn@campusoutreach.org
Telephone/Extension: 843-455-7214
Lucky Dog Fundraiser
Details: PAWS for a Cause will be selling green paw prints for $1 until March 17. For
every paw print purchased your name will be entered to win a $25 Willy Taco gift card.
The paw prints will be displayed in Zach's and all proceeds will go directly to the
Spartanburg Humane Society. 
Contact: Gracie Minor
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-219-0742
Sullivan Summit - Spring 2017
Details: Are you looking to deepen your understanding of social entrepreneurship? You're
invited to attend this year's Sullivan Summit! The conference runs April 7-9 and will be
held in Raleigh, N.C. The Sullivan Summit is designed to provide students from across
the U.S. with an exceptional professional development opportunity that promotes deeper
understanding of the social innovation and entrepreneurship community ? and deepens
peer relationships and connections. Please email Curt at mcphailpc@wofford.edu for
details and to register for the event. Deadline to register is March 21. 
Contact: Curt McPhail 
Email: mcphailpc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Paid staff positions for yearbook and newspaper
Details: If you'd like to be an editor, assistant editor, section editor, designer, staff writer,
or web/social media editor for the yearbook or newspaper, pick up an application from Jo
Ann Brasington or Dr. Trakas. Deadline: March 20.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 10 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform 
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmnc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
URGENT: Greek Village Stickers Enforced this Weekend
Details: EPI Security will be checking for Greek Village stickers this weekend. If a
Wofford student does not have a sticker, they will not be permitted to enter the Greek
Village. Stickers will be for sale by the main entrance of the Greek Village this Friday for
$20. 
Contact: Ryan Callari
Email: callarirg@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-996-1675
Student Workers Needed - Apply by March 21
Details: Dr. Amy Telligman, Professor of Environmental Studies, is recruiting for two
enthusiastic students to help assess Wofford College's sustainability performance. Specific
job duties include: (1) working with individuals in various departments across campus to
identify, analyze, collect, and maintain data for various sustainability indicators; (2)
assisting with the sustainability reporting process, and (3) performing other related duties
as assigned. Minimum qualifications include an ability to communicate with individuals
at all levels, experience organizing and maintaining data in a spreadsheet, and knowledge
and understanding of sustainability concepts. Desired qualifications include demonstrated
experience conducting research, performing basic statistical analysis, and evaluating
environmental issues. Please submit resume, cover letter and one reference to John
Coleman in the Space no later than March 21. Full job description available on Terrier
Black Book 
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/17/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @ 3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00,
Cardio Dance Blast @5:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
 
Upcoming Events
Welcoming Immigrants to Wofford and South Carolina 
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join the conversation as we hear a presentation by Dr. Hitesh Tolani, Wofford
alum, speak on the topic of welcoming immigrants to Wofford and South Carolina.
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4402
Curiosity, Courage and Cake: Surviving Mental Illness
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: In Courage, Curiosity, and Cake, Annalise Sinclair will help students discover
how a little bit of curiosity can change your entire life, a whole lot of courage is necessary
to take on your dreams, and there is nothing that can't be made a little bit better with cake!
Contact: Karlee Tate
Email: tatekm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4061
"This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic Literature, American Audiences"
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Marcia Lynx Qualey is the founding editor of "ArabLit," an award-winning
website that brings together Arabic translators, Arab authors, publishers, readers, students,
and editors around discussions of the role of Arabic literature and translation in a just ‘and
enjoyable’ universe. Her talk is entitled "This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic
Literature, American Audiences."
Contact: Kirsten Krick-Aigner
Email: krickaignerka@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4506
Senior Donor Networking Happy Hour
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: RJ Rockers
Cost: Free
Details: Hey Seniors! We're hosting an exclusive happy hour for those who have made
their gift to the Senior Giving Campaign & we'd love to see you there! All Senior Giving
Campaign donors will enjoy free RJ Rockers beer & apps and the opportunity to network
with influential local alums! Be sure to make your gift by clicking the "Give Now" button
at this link so that you can attend! >> http://www.wofford.edu/seniorgiving/
Contact: Erin Hunter
Email: hunterem@wofford.edu
Email: hunterem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4193
Swamp Rabbits Hockey Game
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Bus will leave from Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC as they take a bus into Greenville for the Swamp Rabbits
hockey game on Friday, March 24th. Please sign up on the google form here:
https://goo.gl/forms/BNIGLk8a8CF9FMD12. By filling out the form, you are reserving a
spot on the bus and a ticket for the game. You must register to participate! 
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Announcements
URGENT: Greek Village Stickers Enforced this Weekend
Details: EPI Security will be checking for Greek Village stickers this weekend. If a
Wofford student does not have a sticker, they will not be permitted to enter the Greek
Village. Stickers will be for sale by the main entrance of the Greek Village this Friday for
$20.
Contact: Ryan Callari
Email: callarirg@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-996-1675
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Details: SATURDAY: Boot Camp @ 11:00am, Buns of Steel @ 11:30am...SUNDAY:
Boot Camp @ 4:00pm, Buns of Steel @ 4:30pm!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Medication Take-Back Days
Details: Do you have expired medications or prescriptions you no longer need? Do not
harm the environment by throwing them in the trash or flushing them. Do not risk
potential abuse by having them lying around. The Mental Health Advisory Board is
hosting a Medication Take-Back event next week to provide a safe method of disposal for
these medications. Monday through Wednesday, you may drop off any medications in the
following locations - no questions asked, your anonymity is protected: From 11 a.m. until
1 p.m. - Burwell, Zach's, the Galleria; from 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 1-3 p.m. in the Wellness
Center. Protect yourself, your friends, and the environment!
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
Telephone/Extension: 4373
 
Lost and Found
Found: Franklin Covey USB drive was left at The Space this week. Please contact
woffordhp@wofford.edu to claim. 
Contact: Hannah Wofford
Email: woffordhp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Found: Duke Fuqua School of Business water bottle found in The Space this week.
Please contact woffordhp@wofford.edu to claim. 
Contact: Hannah Wofford
Email: woffordhp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 20, 2017
Date: March 20, 2017 at 8:59 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 20,
2017
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Today's Events
Welcoming Immigrants to Wofford and South Carolina 
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join the conversation as we hear a presentation by Dr. Hitesh Tolani, Wofford
alum, speak on the topic of welcoming immigrants to Wofford and South Carolina.
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4402
Medication Take-Back Days
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell, Zach's, Galleria
Cost: 
Details: Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.: locations will be open
around campus for you to bring any medications of which you wish to dispose safely.
Bags will be available for anonymous disposal. No need to empty bottles or remove
labels. Clean out your room before Spring Break! Protect yourself; protect your friends;
protect the environment. The Wellness Center will also receive medications each day
from 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
CEO and Founder of Virtudent 
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: the Space
Cost: Free
Details: Come hear Wofford alum, Hitesh Tolani share the story of his mobile dentistry
startup: Virtudent. Born in the Harvard Innovation Lab, Virtudent is changing the way
dental healthcare works by providing affordable and accessible dental care to the masses.
Contact: Tyler Senecal
Email: senecaltj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Curiosity, Courage and Cake: Surviving Mental Illness
Date/Time: 3/20/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: In Courage, Curiosity, and Cake, Annalise Sinclair will help students discover
how, a little bit of curiosity can change your entire life, a whole lot of courage is
how, a little bit of curiosity can change your entire life, a whole lot of courage is
necessary to take on your dreams, and there is nothing that can't be made a little bit better
with cake!
Contact: Karlee Tate
Email: tatekm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4061
 
Upcoming Events
"This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic Literature, American Audiences"
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Marcia Lynx Qualey is the founding editor of "ArabLit," an award-winning
website that brings together Arabic translators, Arab authors, publishers, readers, students,
and editors around discussions of the role of Arabic literature and translation in a just ‘and
enjoyable’ universe. Her talk is entitled "This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic
Literature, American Audiences."
Contact: Kirsten Krick-Aigner
Email: krickaignerka@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4506
MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Come see students and faculty from Modern Languages talk about their
experiences volunteering, serving, and working to positively impact communities in the
Upstate and beyond. This month features: Katherine Schwarzentraub: "Empowering
Women with Frauen Ohne Grenzen," and Ari de Lucy: "Inside the OR with the Spirits."
Contact: Dr. Amanda Matousek
Email: matousekal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Faculty Talk Series
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Ken Banks (Department of History) will present, "The Crosby Code: Using
Italian Double-Entry to Unlock an 18th-c. Smuggler's Secrets." Abstract: Everyone seems
to know that smuggling by defiant American merchants helped launch the American
Revolution. Yet scholars have never been able to determine how much merchants actually
smuggled. Incredibly, only four have ever haphazardly used the merchant's own account
books. This presentation is the first attempt to apply 18th c. accounting methods to the
books of a typical Connecticut smuggler, Capt. Thomas Allen, in order to determine the
books of a typical Connecticut smuggler, Capt. Thomas Allen, in order to determine the
value and volume of his illicit trading. Reception at 3:45 p.m. 
Contact: Nancy Williams
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
Chipotle Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Chipotle
Cost: 
Details: Join Zeta Tau Alpha this Tuesday for a percent night at Chipotle! 50% of your
purchase will go directly to our philanthropy, Breast Cancer Awareness and Education.
Come out Tuesday from 5-9 p.m., and show one of the the flyers around campus at the
register! Great food for a great cause!
Contact: Mary Beth Grant
Email: grantme@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-377-9977
Senior Donor Networking Happy Hour
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: RJ Rockers
Cost: Free
Details: Hey Seniors! We're hosting an exclusive happy hour this Wednesday for those
who have made their gift to the Senior Giving Campaign & we'd love to see you there!
All Senior Giving Campaign donors will enjoy free RJ Rockers beer & apps and the
opportunity to network with influential local alums! Be sure to make your gift by clicking
the "Give Now" button at this link so that you can attend! >>
http://www.wofford.edu/seniorgiving/
Contact: Erin Hunter
Email: hunterem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4193
The Blood of Emmett Till: Tim Tyson at Wofford
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Author, historian, filmmaker, activist Tim Tyson will read from and discuss his
new book, THE BLOOD OF EMMETT TILL. Till was a 14 yr. old boy from Chicago
visiting his family in Mississippi when he was brutally lynched for having allegedly
spoken out of turn to a white woman. The woman, Carolyn Bryant, confessed to Tyson in
2007 that she lied about her testimony at the time, and that Till didn't deserve what
happened to him. Tyson details the history of Till's death and the subsequent influence it
had on the modern civil rights movement, and shows the connection between the Till
Generation of activists in the early 1960s and the activists of today, which include Black
Lives Matter and the Moral Mondays Movement.
Contact: Jim Neighbors
Email: neighborsjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4608
Telephone/Extension: 4608
Eating Issues on College Campuses
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Do you or someone you know struggle with food issues, body image issues, or
exercising too much? Come and learn more about these issues and treatment options with
Grace Jones, a licensed marriage and family therapist who specializes in eating disorders .
Contact: Meghan Curran
Email: curranma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-617-1509
Math Colloquium - Gazing at Mathematical Art
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Carolyn Yackel from Mercer University will show several pieces of
mathematical art on Thursday, March 23. She will talk about the underlying mathematics
of the pieces and think about the creativity involved. At several points, the audience will
be invited to actively participate. Audience members will leave with a new appreciation
for mathematical art and may be inspired to try to make some of their own. A reception
will precede the talk at 2:30 p.m., in Olin 204.
Contact: Joseph Spivey
Email: spiveyja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4903
 
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Sullivan Summit - Spring 2017
Details: Are you looking to deepen your understanding of social entrepreneurship? You're
invited to attend this year's Sullivan Summit! The conference runs April 7-9, and will be
held in Raleigh, N.C. The Sullivan Summit is designed to provide students from across
held in Raleigh, N.C. The Sullivan Summit is designed to provide students from across
the U.S. with an exceptional professional development opportunity that promotes deeper
understanding of the social innovation and entrepreneurship community ? and deepens
peer relationships and connections. Please email Curt at mcphailpc@wofford.edu for
details and to register for the event. Deadline to register is March 21. 
Contact: Curt McPhail 
Email: mcphailpc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 10 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Intramural Softball Signups
Details: Signups are now being accepted for Intramural Softball Leagues! There will be
leagues for men, and leagues for women. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for
assistance in finding a team to join. A minimum of 10 players is required, and there is no
maximum roster size. The signup deadline is March 31, and games will begin the Monday
after Spring Break.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Staff Appointment - Provost Office
Details: Kris Wright has been named executive assistant to Provost Mike Sosulski after
having served in the position on a contract basis. Kris has more than 25 years of
experience as an executive administrator and previously held administrative positions at
People Magazine in New York City and the corporate offices of Denny's in Spartanburg.
She is a graduate of the Katharine Gibbs School of Business in New York.
Congratulations to Kris on her appointment to the staff.
Contact: Mike Sosulski
Email: sosulskimj@wodfford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4020
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30
p.m. to 12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All
are welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Puppy Study Break
Details: Mark your calendars for Thursday, March 30! Paws for a Cause and the
Spartanburg Humane Society will host a puppy study break on the lawn in front of Old
Main from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 21, 2017
Date: March 21, 2017 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 21,
2017
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Today's Events
Faculty Talk Series
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Ken Banks (Department of History) will present, "The Crosby Code: Using
Italian Double-Entry to Unlock an 18th-c. Smuggler's Secrets." Abstract: Everyone seems
to know that smuggling by defiant American merchants helped launch the American
Revolution. Yet scholars have never been able to determine how much merchants actually
smuggled. Incredibly, only four have ever haphazardly used the merchant's own account
books. This presentation is the first attempt to apply 18th c. accounting methods to the
books of a typical Connecticut smuggler, Capt. Thomas Allen, in order to determine the
value and volume of his illicit trading. Reception at 3:45 p.m.
Contact: Nancy Williams
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
"This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic Literature, American Audiences"
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Marcia Lynx Qualey is the founding editor of "ArabLit," an award-winning
website that brings together Arabic translators, Arab authors, publishers, readers, students,
and editors around discussions of the role of Arabic literature and translation in a just?and
enjoyable?universe. Her talk is entitled "This Translation is Not a Bridge: Arabic
Literature, American Audiences."
Contact: Kirsten Krick-Aigner
Email: krickaignerka@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4506
MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Come see students and faculty from Modern Languages talk about their
experiences volunteering, serving, and working to positively impact communities in the
Upstate and beyond. This month features: Katherine Schwarzentraub: "Empowering
Women with Frauen Ohne Grenzen," and Ari de Lucy: "Inside the OR with the Spirits."
Contact: Dr. Amanda Matousek
Email: matousekal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Chipotle Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha!
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Chipotle
Cost: 
Details: Join Zeta Tau Alpha this Tuesday for a percent night at Chipotle! 50% of your
purchase will go directly to our philanthropy, Breast Cancer Awareness and Education.
Come out Tuesday from 5-9 p.m., and show the flyer posted around campus! Great food
for a great cause!
Contact: Mary Beth Grant
Email: grantme@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-377-9977
Today's Fitness Class Schedule!
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 5:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
RUF Large Group
Date/Time: 3/21/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: RUF is meeting in McMillan Theater at 9 p.m. to go through the 10
Commandments. Come for the message; stay for the delicious dessert. Everybody is
welcome, and please bring a friend! We hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
 
Upcoming Events
The Blood of Emmett Till: Tim Tyson at Wofford
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Author, historian, filmmaker, activist Tim Tyson will read from and discuss his
new book, THE BLOOD OF EMMETT TILL. Till was a 14 yr. old boy from Chicago
visiting his family in Mississippi when he was brutally lynched for having allegedly
spoken out of turn to a white woman. The woman, Carolyn Bryant, confessed to Tyson in
2007 that she lied about her testimony at the time, and that Till didn't deserve what
happened to him. Tyson details the history of Till's death and the subsequent influence it
had on the modern civil rights movement, and shows the connection between the Till
Generation of activists in the early 1960s and the activists of today, which include Black
Lives Matter and the Moral Mondays Movement.
Contact: Jim Neighbors
Email: neighborsjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4608
The Importance of Activism in Today's World: Tim Tyson at Wofford
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Author, historian, filmmaker, activist Tim Tyson will read from and discuss his
new book, THE BLOOD OF EMMETT TILL. Till was a 14 yr. old boy from Chicago
new book, THE BLOOD OF EMMETT TILL. Till was a 14 yr. old boy from Chicago
visiting his family in Mississippi when he was brutally lynched for having allegedly
spoken out of turn to a white woman. The woman, Carolyn Bryant, confessed to Tyson in
2007 that she lied about her testimony at the time, and that Till didn't deserve what
happened to him.Tyson will focus Thursday morning's talk on his history with social
activism, which has included jail time, the connection between Till's death in 1955 and
racial violence today, and the importance of activism in current times.
Contact: Jim Neighbors
Email: neighborsjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4608
New Faculty Mentoring Luncheon (Topic: Advising)
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: 
Details: Our topic for the luncheon will be a discussion of the advising process for first-
and second-year students, and our guests will be Dr. Carol Wilson, Professor of English
and Coordinator of Academic Advising, Elizabeth Rabb, Associate Athletics Director for
Compliance, and Richard Johnson, Director of Athletics. They will also be able to help
answer questions about ways to advise students that you might have in your classes,
including first-year students and those students who are struggling to succeed. There will
be time for questions. A little information on the advising process: Faculty, starting in
their second or third year at the college, are typically asked to advise first year students
for a period of up to two years; during that time, those students will take a wide range of
classes, both major track and general education courses, leading to the declaration of a
major no later than the end of their sophomore year (at which time the student is assigned
a major advisor.) If you have never advised before or are advising for the first time this
year, the discussion during this luncheon will be particularly useful for you! This lunch
series serves as a mentoring program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff member is
welcome to attend. Lunches for faculty in their first and second year of employment are
paid for by the Provost's Office; other faculty members who are attending can purchase
lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a
meeting at the 11 a.m. hour is welcome to join us after their meeting concludes.
Contact: Stefanie Baker
Email: bakersh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 597-4671
What is a Psy.D. and should I consider getting this degree?
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Milliken 225
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in finding out more about the Psy.D. graduate degree? Psychology
Kingdom is hosting Wofford alumni David Trant who is finishing his Psy.D. at the
Georgia School of Professional Psychology. He will give a presentation along with plenty
of time for Q&A - come and learn more if you're thinking about a future in clinical work.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Swamp Rabbits Game FRIDAY
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Bus will leave from Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting a bus and tickets to take students to the Swamp Rabbits hockey
game on Friday, March 24. Bus will leave from Main Building at 5:45 p.m. for the 7 p.m.
game. Tickets and your spot on the bus are both reserved through this google form. Please
email Natalee Oldham (oldhamnh@wofford.edu) or Dez Spencer
(spencered@wofford.edu) if you have any questions! Sign up here:
https://goo.gl/forms/NGWctcKQz3nbJMtw1 
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Announcements
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 10 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30 to
12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are
welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Environmental Studies Student Workers
Details: Dr. Amy Telligman, Professor of Environmental Studies, is recruiting for two
enthusiastic students to help assess Wofford College's sustainability performance. Specific
job duties include: (1) working with individuals in various departments across campus to
identify, analyze, collect, and maintain data for various sustainability indicators; (2)
assisting with the sustainability reporting process, and (3) performing other related duties
assisting with the sustainability reporting process, and (3) performing other related duties
as assigned. Minimum qualifications include an ability to communicate with individuals
at all levels, experience organizing and maintaining data in a spreadsheet, and knowledge
and understanding of sustainability concepts. Deadline for Applications is March 21. The
position will demand roughly 10 hours/week, and will be compensated $7.50/hour. In
your letter of application, please address previous experience related to data collection
and management including your level of experience working with MS Excel and your
background in sustainability. Deadline to submit Letter of application, resume and one
reference is end of day today. Please email the above information to John Coleman in The
Space 
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Sign up for Terrier Target
Details: Sign up for Terrier Target today! Terrier Target is based off of the live-action
game of Tag called Assassin played at many other colleges and universities around the
country. Wofford's version is named Terrier Target and will be slightly different, in our
own Terrier ways. Players will try to eliminate one another by successfully capturing their
targets bracelet, in an effort to become the last remaining Terrier in the game.Sign up
here:https://goo.gl/forms/RIfhOae39zmUj2AP2
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT SAMHAT: Sustainability Solutions for Wofford
Date: March 21, 2017 at 2:16 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Dear Campus Community,
 
I am excited to announce a new initiative — Sustainability Solutions for Wofford — designed to
get the great minds at our college thinking about solutions to current challenges on campus.
What makes this institution strong is the confluence of many ideas, people and passions. This
year in partnership with The Space in the Mungo Center, I invite ideas from students, faculty,
staff and alumni related to opportunities for improvement in the area of sustainability. Two
opportunities for improvement will be selected, and each person or team will receive $1,000 to
implement their solution. Below are the details.
 
Solutions should:
•       Provide the Wofford community with an idea for solving to an issue regarding sustainability.
•       Have a potential long-lasting impact on Wofford.
 
To apply:
•       Submit a letter outlining the opportunity for improvement and your proposed solution.
•       Include a project timeline. Solutions should be implemented in a short time frame, and all
work should be completed within 12 months of receiving the prize money.
•       Letters of application should be delivered to The Space in the Mungo Center by Monday,
April 10, 2017.
 
Awards process:
•       Winning solutions will be announced at the Terrier StartUP Challenge on Thursday, April
20, 2017.
•       Winning solutions will receive funding by Monday, May 1, 2017. 
 
The staff of The Space in the Mungo Center is available to assist in the development of ideas
and proposals. If you have questions, contact Hannah Wofford in The Space at 864-597-4794 or
woffordhp@wofford.edu.
 
Best, 
 
Nayef
 
 
Transmitted by:
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Cell: 864-809-8963
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 22, 2017
Date: March 22, 2017 at 8:59 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 22,
2017
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Today's Events
Holy Communion
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. in Mickel
Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Senior Donor Networking Happy Hour TODAY
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: RJ Rockers
Cost: Free
Details: Hey Seniors! We're hosting an exclusive happy hour today for those who have
made their gift to the Senior Giving Campaign & we'd love to see you there! All Senior
Giving Campaign donors will enjoy free RJ Rockers beer & apps and the opportunity to
network with influential local alums! Be sure to make your gift before the event by
clicking the "Give Now" button at this link so that you can attend! >>
http://www.wofford.edu/seniorgiving/
Contact: Erin Hunter
Email: hunterem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4193
Cafe Francais
Date/Time: 3/22/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Game Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford French Club is organizing the Cafe Francais from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.!
Free cookies will be provided! It's a great opportunity to meet French people, improve
your French and discover the French culture! Everyone is welcome to join us! Yumeng
Zhang and Sabrina Arab zhangy6@mail.wofford.edu arabs@wofford.edu 
Contact: Sabrina Arab
Email: arabs@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
 
Upcoming Events
The Importance of Activism in Today's World: Tim Tyson at Wofford
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Author, historian, filmmaker, activist Tim Tyson will read from and discuss his
new book, THE BLOOD OF EMMETT TILL. Till was a 14 yr. old boy from Chicago
visiting his family in Mississippi when he was brutally lynched for having allegedly
spoken out of turn to a white woman. The woman, Carolyn Bryant, confessed to Tyson in
2007 that she lied about her testimony at the time, and that Till didn't deserve what
happened to him.Tyson will focus Thursday morning's talk on his history with social
activism, which has included jail time, the connection between Till's death in 1955 and
racial violence today, and the importance of activism in current times.
Contact: Jim Neighbors
Email: neighborsjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4608
"Coyote Research on the Savannah River Site"
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: John Kilgo '89 is a research wildlife biologist with the US Forest Service
Southern Research Station's Center for Forest Watershed Research in Aiken, SC. Since
2005, he has studied the ecology of coyotes and their effects on Southeastern ecosystems,
particularly deer populations. 
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
Canceled: Eating Issues on College Campuses
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Canceled (rescheduled to April 20): Do you or someone you know struggle with
food issues, body image issues, or exercising too much? Come and learn more about these
issues and treatment options with Grace Jones, a licensed marriage and family therapist
who specializes in eating disorders.
Contact: Meghan Curran
Email: curranma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-617-1509
What is a Psy.D. and should I consider getting this degree?
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Milliken 225
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in finding out more about the Psy.D. graduate degree? Psychology
Kingdom is hosting Wofford alumni David Trant who is finishing his Psy.D. at the
Georgia School of Professional Psychology. He will give a presentation along with plenty
of time for Q&A - come and learn more if you're thinking about a future in clinical work.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
5th Annual Tyson Family Lecture on the Preservation and Restoration of Southern
Ecosystems
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Featuring "Coyote: A Conversation between Dan Flores & John Lane About One
of America's Most Resilient Mammals." Dan Flores (Coyote America) and Professor
Lane (Coyote Settles the South) will discuss the increasing presence of this meso-predator
among us.
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
Swamp Rabbits Game FRIDAY
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Bus will leave from Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting a bus and tickets to take students to the Swamp Rabbits hockey
game on Friday, March 24. Bus will leave from Main Building at 5:45 p.m., for the 7 p.m.
game. Tickets and your spot on the bus are both reserved through this google form. Please
email Natalee Oldham (oldhamnh@wofford.edu) or Dez Spencer
(spencered@wofford.edu) if you have any questions! Sign up here:
https://goo.gl/forms/NGWctcKQz3nbJMtw1
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Gnomefest
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Greek Village Pavilion 
Cost: Free
Details: Gnomefest Band Party - Friday, March 24, from 6 - 10 p.m. Greek Village
Pavilion. BYOB (Wofford ID's required for wrist bands). Sponsored by the Senior Order
of Gnomes and Campus Union. 
Contact: Wofford Gnomes
Email: woffordgnomes@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 000-000-0000
Wofford Baseball vs. Presbyterian College
Wofford Baseball vs. Presbyterian College
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Greenville: Fluor Field
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is providing tickets and a food voucher to those who register to attend the
Wofford vs. Presbyterian College baseball game on March 29, at 6 p.m., at the Greenville
Fluor Field Stadium. Your registration will include one free ticket as well as a hotdog,
chips, and drink for the game. Tell your friends and GO TERRIERS!
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Announcements
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 10 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Official Health and Safety Inspections - Residence Life Office
Details: Members of the Residence Life staff will be conducting full health and safety
inspections in each residence hall room and every apartment starting Thursday, March 23
- Thursday, March 30. You may contact a member of the residence life staff if you have
any questions. 
Contact: Brian Lemere
Email: lemerebj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4068
Puppy Study Break
Details: Mark your calendars for Thursday, March 30th! Paws for a Cause and the
Spartanburg Humane Society will host a puppy study break on the lawn in front of Old
Main from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
Original Student Film Screening
Original Student Film Screening
Details: Mae Hoffman has worked closely with a team of talented students for the past
five months to create a fifteen minute original film. It will be screened in McMillan
Theater at 4 p.m., today, with the cast and crew present for discussion afterwards.
Contact: Mae Hoffman
Email: hoffmanmj1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-528-6837
IM Softball Signups
Details: Signups are now being accepted for Intramural Softball Leagues. There will be
leagues for men, and a league for women. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for
assistance in finding a team to join. A minimum of 10 players is required, and there is no
maximum size limit. The signup deadline is March 31, and games will begin the Monday
after Spring Break!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Easter EggStravaganza
Details: Wofford invites you, your kids, grandkids, and friends to our Annual Easter
EggStravaganza THIS SUNDAY, March 26 from 1-3 p.m. on the front lawn of Main
Building. Bring a picnic lunch, blanket, and camera and be ready for fun Easter activities,
bounce houses and other surprises! We will provide water and 12 eggs per child. The egg
hunt begins at 2 p.m. Please make your reservations online at
wofford.edu/alumni/eastereggstravaganza. 
Contact: Elizabeth Fields
Email: fieldsem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Wellness Center: Closed for Spring Break
Details: The Wellness Center will be closed during the week of Spring Break, April 3-7.
If you need a prescription refill, please make an appointment or request by Thursday,
March 30.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Terrier Target Sign-ups 
Details: Sign up for Terrier Target today! Terrier Target is based off of the live-action
game of Tag called Assassin played at many other colleges and universities around the
country. Wofford's version is named Terrier Target and will be slightly different, in our
own Terrier ways. Players will try to eliminate one another by successfully capturing their
targets bracelet, in an effort to become the last remaining Terrier in the game.Sign up
here: https://goo.gl/forms/RIfhOae39zmUj2AP2
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Medication Take Back Days
Details: Today is the last day of Medication Take Back on campus. Drop off points at
dining locations will be open from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. for you to bring any medications of
which you wish to dispose safely. Bags will be available for anonymous disposal. No
need to empty bottles or remove labels. Clean out your room before Spring Break! Protect
yourself; protect your friends; protect the environment. The Wellness Center will also
receive medications from 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Today's Events
"Coyote Research on the Savannah River Site"
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: John Kilgo '89 is a research wildlife biologist with the US Forest Service
Southern Research Station's Center for Forest Watershed Research in Aiken, SC. Since
2005, he has studied the ecology of coyotes and their effects on Southeastern ecosystems,
particularly deer populations.
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
What is a Psy.D. and should I consider getting this degree?
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Milliken 225
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in finding out more about the Psy.D. graduate degree? Psychology
Kingdom is hosting Wofford alumni David Trant who is finishing his Psy.D. at the
Georgia School of Professional Psychology. He will give a presentation along with plenty
of time for Q&A - come and learn more if you're thinking about a future in clinical work.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
New Faculty Luncheon (Topic: Advising)
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: 
Details: Our topic for the luncheon will be a discussion of the advising process for first-
and second-year students, and our guests will be Dr. Carol Wilson, Professor of English
and Coordinator of Academic Advising, Elizabeth Rabb, Associate Athletics Director for
Compliance, and Richard Johnson, Director of Athletics. They will also be able to help
answer questions about ways to advise students that you might have in your classes,
including first-year students and those students who are struggling to succeed. There will
be time for questions. A little information on the advising process: Faculty, starting in
their second or third year at the college, are typically asked to advise first year students
for a period of up to two years; during that time, those students will take a wide range of
classes, both major track and general education courses, leading to the declaration of a
major no later than the end of their sophomore year (at which time the student is assigned
a major advisor.) If you have never advised before or are advising for the first time this
year, the discussion during this luncheon will be particularly useful for you! This lunch
series serves as a mentoring program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff member is
welcome to attend. Lunches for faculty in their first and second year of employment are
paid for by the Provost's Office; other faculty members who are attending can purchase
lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a
meeting at the 11 a.m. hour is welcome to join us after their meeting concludes.
Contact: Stefanie Baker
Email: bakersh@wofford.edu
Email: bakersh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 597-4671
RUF Lunch
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF at 11:30 a.m., in Burwell as we fellowship together over lunch.
Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
Math Colloquium - Gazing at Mathematical Art
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Carolyn Yackel from Mercer University will show several pieces of
mathematical art today at 3 p.m., in Olin 101. She will talk about the underlying
mathematics of the pieces and think about the creativity involved. At several points, the
audience will be invited to actively participate. Audience members will leave with a new
appreciation for mathematical art and may be inspired to try to make some of their own. A
reception will precede the talk at 2:30 p.m., in Olin 204.
Contact: Joseph Spivey
Email: spiveyja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4903
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
RJ Rockers Senior Night
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: RJ Rockers
Cost: $5 pints/ pint glasses
Details: Come join the Senior Class officers from 6-9 p.m. TONIGHT! There will be a
live bluegrass band. All proceeds from glass sales will be contributed to our Senior Class
Gift. We hope to see you there!!
Contact: Lillian Fant
Email: fantlg@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-616-5721
5th Annual Tyson Family Lecture on the Preservation and Restoration of Southern
Ecosystems
Date/Time: 3/23/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Featuring "Coyote: A Conversation between Dan Flores & John Lane About One
of America's Most Resilient Mammals." Dan Flores (Coyote America) and Professor
Lane (Coyote Settles the South) will discuss the increasing presence of this meso-predator
among us.
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
 
Upcoming Events
Swamp Rabbits Hockey Game FRIDAY
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Leave from Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting a bus and tickets to take students to the Swamp Rabbits hockey
game on Friday, March 24. Bus will leave from Main Building at 5:45 p.m. for the 7 p.m.
game. Tickets and your spot on the bus are both reserved through this google form. Please
email Natalee Oldham (oldhamnh@wofford.edu) or Dez Spencer
(spencered@wofford.edu) if you have any questions! Sign up here:
https://goo.gl/forms/NGWctcKQz3nbJMtw1
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
IFYC Culture Expo
Date/Time: 3/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Come join IFYC for our 4th annual Culture Expo! There will be food, activities,
and music that will showcase the culture of several student organizations. FREE T-
SHIRTS will be given out at 2 p.m., on a first-come, first-serve basis, so make sure to get
there early!
Contact: Saleha Salehani
Email: salehanisa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-4454
Senior Salute (Graduation Fair)
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Pavilion
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: SENIORS, mark your calendars! It's time to get ready for Graduation Day! Join
us next Tuesday, March 28, for the "Senior Salute." Drop-by between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
to pick up your Cap and Gown, order graduation announcements, order your class ring,
make your Senior Class Gift, and more! We will serve light refreshments, and everyone
who attends will have the chance to enter into a drawing for prizes. Prizes include:
diploma frame, Alumni swag, and gift cards. Please contact the Bookstore Manager with
any questions regarding this event. CONGRATS, Class of 2017!
Contact: Rebecca Liakos
Email: liakosrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-582-6514
The Space Lunch & Learn
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Save the date for Lunch & Learn at The Space featuring Meg Audette-Nickolic.
Meg currently serves as the Deputy Director of Programs at the UN Agency for Relief
and Works for Palestine Refugees. Meg will be sharing her experience via Skype. Lunch
provided by Chick-Fil-A. 
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Autism Awareness: Light Old Main Blue
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Help Wofford shine a light on autism! Raise awareness & acceptance for
National Autism Awareness Month in April. Gather to hear personal stories and a special
guest speaker, Joanna Haynes, from Project Hope Reach Foundation. We will end the
program with lighting Old Main blue. Come show your support!
Contact: Crystal Crawford
Email: crawfordcr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4143
Wofford Baseball vs. PC
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Fluor Field, Greenville SC
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is providing tickets and a food voucher to those who register to attend the
Wofford vs. Presbyterian College baseball game on March 29 at 6 p.m. at the Greenville
Fluor Field Stadium. Your registration will include one free ticket as well as a hotdog,
chips, and drink for the game. Tell your friends and GO TERRIERS!
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Senior 50 Days Party
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III, The Village
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford seniors, the Office of Alumni invites you to kick off your final 50 days
at the Senior 50 Days Fiesta next week! There will be margaritas, Mexican fare, and
more. You don't want to miss it! Register today at wofford.edu/alumni.
Contact: Alex Hunt
Email: huntam@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
 
Announcements
Admission Event: Expect Alternate Parking
Details: Wofford Admission is hosting an event Sunday, March 26- Monday, March 27,
as we are expecting a large number of visitors. Please expect limited parking availability
in the Admission lot. On event days, our campus visitors have preferential parking in this
lot. 
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 10 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Official Health and Safety Inspections - Residence Life Office
Details: Members of the Residence Life staff will be conducting full health and safety
inspections in each residence hall room and every apartment starting Thursday, March 23
? Thursday, March 30. You may contact a member of the residence life staff if you have
any questions.
Contact: Brian Lemere
Email: lemerebj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4068
Telephone/Extension: 4068
Easter EggStravaganza
Details: Wofford invites you, your kids, grandkids, and friends to our Annual Easter
EggStravaganza THIS SUNDAY, March 26 from 1-3 p.m. on the front lawn of Main
Building. Bring a picnic lunch, blanket, and camera and be ready for fun Easter activities,
bounce houses and other surprises! We will provide water and 12 eggs per child. The egg
hunt begins at 2 p.m. Please make your reservations online at
wofford.edu/alumni/eastereggstravaganza. 
Contact: Elizabeth Fields
Email: fieldsem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Important PARKING and event information for TODAY
Details: Campus Community: Today we will welcome some 300 special guests to the
campus who will be attending a gathering of young professionals from throughout the
Upstate of South Carolina. They will be here from approximately 1 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., and
will have sessions in the Richardson Building, McMillan Theater in the Campus Life
Building, the Anna Todd Wofford Center and Leonard Auditorium. They will park in the
lots on Cumming Street across from Gibbs Stadium. We ask all members of the
community to help welcome these guests and to prepare for their parking needs. Please
move any vehicles from the paved Cumming Street lot and the adjacent unpaved lot and
make alternate parking plans for today if you normally park in these locations. Thank you
for your cooperation. 
Contact: Mary Beth Knight/David Beacham
Email: knightme@wofford.edu/beachamdm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4215/864-597-4206
Terrier Target Sign-ups
Details: Sign up for Terrier Target today! Terrier Target is based off of the live-action
game of Tag called Assassin played at many other colleges and universities around the
country. Wofford's version is named Terrier Target and will be slightly different, in our
own Terrier ways. Players will try to eliminate one another by successfully capturing their
targets bracelet, in an effort to become the last remaining Terrier in the game.Sign up
here: https://goo.gl/forms/RIfhOae39zmUj2AP2
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00,
Cardio Dance Blast @5:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Swamp Rabbits Hockey Game
Date/Time: 3/24/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Leave from Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting a bus and tickets to take students to the Swamp Rabbits hockey
game on Friday, March 24. Bus will leave from Main Building at 5:45 p.m., for the 7 p.m.
game. Tickets and your spot on the bus are both reserved through this google form. Please
email Natalee Oldham (oldhamnh@wofford.edu) or Dez Spencer
(spencered@wofford.edu) if you have any questions! Sign up here:
https://goo.gl/forms/NGWctcKQz3nbJMtw1
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Upcoming Events
IFYC Culture Expo 
Date/Time: 3/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Come join IFYC for our 4th annual Culture Expo! There will be food, activities,
and music that will showcase the culture of several student organizations. FREE T-
SHIRTS will be given out at 2 p.m., on a first-come, first-serve basis, so make sure to get
there early!
Contact: Saleha Salehani
Email: salehanisa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-4454
Dottie's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha 
Date/Time: 3/27/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Dottie's Toffee
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha, Monday night for a percent night at Dottie's
Toffee! Take a break from midterms, grab some friends, and enjoy some ice cream from 4
- 8pm. A portion of your purchase will go to our philanthropy, Breast Cancer Education
and Awareness, to help us in our goal of raising $30,000 this spring! Hope to see ya'll
there! 
Contact: Mary Beth Grant
Email: grantme@email.wofford.edu
Email: grantme@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 8643779977
Autism Awareness: Light Old Main Blue
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Help Wofford shine a light on autism! Raise awareness & acceptance for
National Autism Awareness Month in April. Gather to hear personal stories and a special
guest speaker, Joanna Haynes, from Project Hope Reach Foundation. We will end the
program with lighting Old Main blue. Come show your support!
Contact: Crystal Crawford
Email: crawfordcr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4143
Wofford Baseball vs. PC
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Fluor Field, Greenville SC
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is providing tickets and a food voucher to those who register to attend the
Wofford vs. Presbyterian College baseball game on March 29, at 6 p.m., at the Greenville
Fluor Field Stadium. Your registration will include one free ticket as well as a hotdog,
chips, and drink for the game. Tell your friends and GO TERRIERS! Sign up here:
https://goo.gl/forms/jZGrDICcw6WJdGeG3
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Announcements
Admission Event: Expect Alternate Parking
Details: Wofford Admission is hosting an event Sunday, March 26- Monday, March 27,
as we are expecting a large number of visitors. Please expect limited parking availability
in the Admission lot. On event days, our campus visitors have preferential parking in this
lot. 
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Main Event Hosts Needed
Details: The office of Admission is seeking your help in bringing in the next class of
Terriers! We are looking for overnight hosts for our Main Event on Sunday, March 26.
You will pick up your student at 10 p.m. that evening. This event is for students that have
been accepted to Wofford. Help us show them why Wofford is such a great place! Please
use the link below to register to host a student overnight. You will be provided more
information after you fill out the form.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScqNC-
ERCcwTjzUFF7Z2B2tckY4wjlxYjvM5cSOCRskoAXjfQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Puppy Study Break
Details: Mark your calendars for Thursday, March 30! Paws for a Cause and the
Spartanburg Humane Society will host a puppy study break on the lawn in front of Old
Main from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
Math Club Meeting Today
Details: The math club will be holding a meeting today from 2-3 p.m. Stop by for snacks
and fun! 
Contact: Amanda Mason
Email: masonas@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 814-923-1864
Wellness Center: Closed for Spring Break
Details: The Wellness Center will be closed during the week of Spring Break, April 3-7.
If you need a prescription refill, please make an appointment or request by Thursday,
March 30.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Details: SATURDAY: Boot Camp @11:00am, Buns of Steel @11:30am....SUNDAY:
Boot Camp @4:00pm, Buns of Steel @4:30pm.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
IM Softball Signups
Details: Sign up now for Intramural Softball. There will be a league for men and a league
for women. A minimum of 10 players is required to enter a team, and there is no
maximum number allowed. The signup deadline is March 31, and games begin April 10.
Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for assistance in finding a team to join.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Greek Week Award Recipients
Details: The Office of Greek LIfe would like to congratulate the following individuals
and organizations that were award recipients at this year's Greek Life Awards Ceremony:
Chapter Awards: IFC Scholarship Award: Kappa Sigma Panhellenic Scholarship Award:
Kappa Alpha Theta IFC Scholarship Improvement Award: Kappa Alpha Order
Panhellenic Scholarship Award: Zeta Tau Alpha IFC Chapter of the Year: Kappa Sigma
Panhellenic Chapter of the Year: Delta Delta Delta Individual Awards: IFC Outstanding
Greek Scholar Award: Michael Cato Panhellenic Outstanding Greek Scholar Award:
Holly Reynolds IFC New Member Award: Drew Copeland Panhellenic New Member
Award: Allie Forster IFC Man of the Year: Scott Hiler Panhellenic Woman of the Year:
Lillian Fant NPHC Man of the Year: Alex Hardy Staff Member of the Year: Thom
Henson Faculty Member of the Year: Dr. Charlie Bass Greek Week Winners: IFC: Kappa
Sigma Panhellenic: Zeta Tau Alpha 
Contact: Matthew Hammett
Email: hammettmk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
Ballet Spartanburg: "Celebrating the Power of Women" 
Details: Artistic director Carlos Agudelo presents four original ballets exploring the
poetry of Spartanburg's own Betsy Cox (the former John C. Cobb Chair at Wofford) as
well as the work of Frida Kahlo and Sylvia Plath. Agudelo collaborates with Wofford
English professor Julie Sexeny, Wofford Theatre instructor Kerry Ferguson, visual artist
Susan Floyd, choreographers Lona Gomez, Michelle Thompson Ullerich, and Nelson
Reyes, composers Scott Robbins and Tim Giles, and the Spartanburg Art Museum. Two 8
p.m. performances: Friday 3/24 and Saturday 3/25 at the Chapman Cultural Center. For
more info, call (864) 583-0339 or visit www.balletspartanburg.org
Contact: Julie Sexeny
Email: sexenyj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4565
NSSE Visa Gift Card Winner
Details: Congratulations to the second $100 Visa Gift Card winner! Complete the NSSE
today to be entered in the next drawing which will be held on April 6!
Contact: Raymond Ruff
Email: ruffrh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4171
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 27, 2017
Date: March 27, 2017 at 8:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 27,
2017
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Today's Events
Dottie's Toffee Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Date/Time: 3/27/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Dottie's Toffee
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha, Monday night for a percent night at Dottie's
Toffee! Take a break from midterms, grab some friends, and enjoy some ice cream from 4
- 8 p.m. A portion of your purchase will go to our philanthropy, Breast Cancer Education
and Awareness, to help us in our goal of raising $30,000 this spring! Hope to see ya'll
there! 
Contact: Mary Beth Grant
Email: grantme@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-377-9977
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/27/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Spring Break Fair
Date/Time: 3/27/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: As you are coming and/or going from dinner in Burwell today (5-6 p.m.) stop by
to get some information on safety during Spring Break! Campus Safety, The Forrester
Center, Safe Homes/Rape Crisis, Residence Life and the Wellness Center will all have
some useful information. 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
 
Upcoming Events
The Space Lunch & Learn
Date/Time: 2/28/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us Tuesday for Lunch and Learn featuring Wofford alum Meg Audette-
Mickolic. Meg currently serves as the Deputy Director of Programs at the UN Agency for
Relief and Works for Palestine Refugees. Since Meg resides in Palestine, she will be
sharing her experience via Skype. Lunch proved by Chick-Fil-A
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Senior Salute (Grad Fair) 
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: SENIORS, it's happening tomorrow! It's time to get ready for Graduation Day!
Details: SENIORS, it's happening tomorrow! It's time to get ready for Graduation Day!
Join us tomorrow for the "Senior Salute." Drop-by between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., to pick up
your Cap and Gown, order graduation announcements, order your class ring, make your
Senior Class Gift, and more! We will serve light refreshments, and everyone who attends
will have the chance to enter into a drawing for prizes. Prizes include: diploma frame,
Alumni swag, and gift cards. Please contact the Bookstore Manager with any questions
regarding this event. CONGRATS, Class of 2017!
Contact: Rebecca Liakos
Email: liakosrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-582-6514
Ordinary People Creating Extraordinary Lives
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Want to know what the founder and CEO of Chipotle, the mayor of Newark,
New Jersey and a Yale scholar turned rock star all have in common? Christopher Gergen
interviewed these individuals and many other change makers just like them to figure it
out. Come learn more about how the entrepreneurial mind-set, approach and process can
be applied to any endeavor, including that of leading our lives. Christopher's work
includes launching and scaling the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation's Social
Entrepreneurship initiative as well as co-authoring the nationally acclaimed book Life
Entrepreneurs: Ordinary People Creating Extraordinary Lives. He was also the co-founder
of SMARTTHINKING, which became the leading online tutoring platform in the United
States before being acquired by Pearson Education in 2011. In addition to his current role
as CEO of Forward Impact, Christopher serves as a Social Entrepreneurship fellow with
Duke University's Innovation and Entrepreneurship initiative.
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
The Space Lunch & Learn
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for Lunch and Learn this Tuesday featuring Wofford alum Meg Audette-
Mickolic. Meg currently serves as the Deputy Director of Programs at the UN Agency for
Relief and Works for Palestine Refugees. Since Meg resides in Palestine, she will be
sharing her experience via Skype. Lunch proved by Chick-Fil-A
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Autism Awareness: Light Old Main Blue
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Help Wofford shine a light on autism! Raise awareness & acceptance for
National Autism Awareness Month in April. Gather to hear personal stories and a special
National Autism Awareness Month in April. Gather to hear personal stories and a special
guest speaker, Joanna Haynes, from Project Hope Reach Foundation. We will end the
program with lighting Old Main blue. Come show your support!
Contact: Crystal Crawford
Email: crawfordcr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4143
Lunch & Learn with AmeriCorps VISTAs
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Library 
Cost: Free
Details: Come eat lunch with Spartanburg's AmeriCorps VISTAs from Wofford College,
USC Upstate, Converse College and the United Way of the Piedmont! Learn about the
AmeriCorps program and how it could fit into your after graduation plans. RSVP with our
AmeriCorps VISTA and lunch will be provided for you. 
Contact: Toria Teamer
Email: teamertc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4405
Puppy Study Break
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in Front of Old Main
Cost: 
Details: Join Paws for a Cause and the Spartanburg Humane Society as they host a puppy
study break on the lawn in front of Old Main from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., on Thursday, March
30! All proceeds will go to the Spartanburg Humane Society! Prices are $3 for 5 minutes,
$5 for 10 minutes, and $7 for 15 minutes, and donations are welcome!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
 
Announcements
Wellness Center: Closed for Spring Break
Details: The Wellness Center will be closed during the week of Spring Break, April 3-7.
If you need a prescription refill, please make an appointment or request by Thursday,
March 30.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Senior Award Nominations
Details: The Student Affairs Committee of the College, chaired by Prof. Christi Sellars, is
accepting nominations for the College's awards that are given during our Honors
Convocation and the Commencement Ceremony. To nominate a senior or someone for the
non-student awards, click this link
http://www.wofford.edu/campusLife/SeniorAwardNomination/ and complete the online
form. All nominations are due by 5 p.m., on Wednesday, April 12. Please contact Dean
Roberta Bigger at biggerrh@wofford.edu if you have questions.
Contact: Beth Clardy
Email: clardyby@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4040
IM Softball Signups
Details: Intramural Softball Signups are now being accepted. Email Coach Traylor to
enter a team, or for assistance in finding a team to join. A minimum of ten players is
required for a team, and there is no maximum number. The deadline to enter is this Friday
at Noon, and games begin after Spring Break.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 28, 2017
Date: March 28, 2017 at 8:48 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 28,
2017
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Today's Events
Senior Salute (Grad Fair)
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: SENIORS, today is the day! It's time to get ready for Graduation Day! Drop-by
the "Senior Salute" today between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., to pick up your Cap and Gown,
order graduation announcements, order your class ring, make your Senior Class Gift, and
more! We will serve light refreshments, and everyone who attends will have the chance to
enter into a drawing for prizes. Prizes include: diploma frame, Alumni swag, and gift
cards. Please contact the Bookstore Manager with any questions regarding this event.
CONGRATS, Class of 2017!
Contact: Rebecca Liakos
Email: liakosrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-582-6514
Ordinary People Creating Extraordinary Lives
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Want to know what the founder and CEO of Chipotle, the mayor of Newark,
New Jersey and a Yale scholar turned rock star all have in common? Christopher Gergen
interviewed these individuals and many other change makers just like them to figure it
out. Come learn more about how the entrepreneurial mind-set, approach and process can
be applied to any endeavor, including that of leading our lives. Christopher's work
includes launching and scaling the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation's Social
Entrepreneurship initiative as well as co-authoring the nationally acclaimed book Life
Entrepreneurs: Ordinary People Creating Extraordinary Lives. He was also the co-founder
of SMARTTHINKING, which became the leading online tutoring platform in the United
States before being acquired by Pearson Education in 2011. In addition to his current role
as CEO of Forward Impact, Christopher serves as a Social Entrepreneurship fellow with
Duke University's Innovation and Entrepreneurship initiative.
Contact: Lynne Mullin
Email: mullinls@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
The Space Lunch & Learn
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for Lunch and Learn featuring Wofford alum Meg Audette-Mickolic.
Meg currently serves as the Deputy Director of Programs at the UN Agency for Relief
and Works for Palestine Refugees. Since Meg resides in Palestine, she will be sharing her
experience via Skype. Lunch proved by Chick-Fil-A
Contact: John Coleman
Email: colemanjn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Campus Union Presidential Debate
Campus Union Presidential Debate
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come and hear your presidential candidates for Campus Union debate it out
LIVE! There will be free pizza; students are encouraged to ask questions and become
informed voters for the election of 2017. 
Contact: Kalvin Guyer
Email: guyerkl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 917-584-9033
Table Francaise
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 11:45:00 AM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: 
Details: Wofford French Club is organizing la Table Francaise from 11:45 a.m. to 12:45
p.m. This event will be held in Burwell, on the left side of the cafeteria when you enter. If
you can't find us, feel free to contact us via email. It is a great opportunity to meet real
French people and improve your French! All levels of speakers are welcome! Zhang
Yumeng: zhangy6@email.wofford.edu Sabrina Arab: arabs@wofford.edu 
Contact: Sabrina Arab
Email: arabs@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am,HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
"Counter-intuitive Public Policy: Federal Oversight of New Chemicals"
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC The Pit
Cost: Free
Details: Warren Muir, retired from the National Academy of Sciences and EPA, is giving
a talk about the new chemical review provisions that are now part of the Toxic Substances
Control Act. Environmental Studies and Chemistry departments are co-hosting this event.
Contact: Peter Brewitt
Email: brewittpk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4939
RUF Large Group
Date/Time: 3/28/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: RUF is meeting in McMillan Theater at 9 p.m. as we go through the 10
Commandments. Come for the message; stay for the delicious dessert. Everybody is
welcome, and please bring a friend! We hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
 
Upcoming Events
Lunch & Learn with AmeriCorps VISTAs
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Library 
Cost: Free/RSVP for lunch
Details: Come eat lunch with Spartanburg's AmeriCorps VISTAs from Wofford College,
USC Upstate, Converse College and the United Way of the Piedmont! Learn about the
AmeriCorps program and how it could fit into your after graduation plans. Please RSVP
to Toria Teamer to receive lunch. If you do not RSVP you may bring your own lunch.
Contact: Toria Teamer
Email: teamertc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4405
TIME CHANGE: Wofford Baseball vs. Presbyterian College
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Fluor Field, Greenville SC
Cost: Free Ticket w/ Food Voucher
Details: WAC is providing tickets and a food voucher to those who register to attend the
Wofford vs. Presbyterian College baseball game on March 29, at 6 p.m., at the Greenville
Fluor Field Stadium. Your registration will include one free ticket as well as a hotdog,
chips, and drink for the game. Tell your friends and GO TERRIERS! Sign up here:
https://goo.gl/forms/jZGrDICcw6WJdGeG3
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for our semi-annual colloquium and luncheon as we host Dr. Mark Leary,
Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience at Duke University, whose presentation is
titled The Social and Emotional Impact of Interpersonal Rejection. Lunch catered by
Jason's Deli will begin at 11:15 a.m. with Dr. Leary's talk from 11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Wofford Students - Open Forum with Wofford Leadership
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: An open forum for students to hear a general update regarding the state of the
college and to ask questions of Wofford leadership. Dr. Samhat will open with a brief
update and then will open the floor for questions.
Contact: Annie Mitchell
Email: mitchellas1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4199
Faculty/Staff Open Forum with Wofford Leadership
Date/Time: 4/13/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: An open forum for faculty/staff to hear a general update regarding the state of the
college and to ask questions of Wofford leadership. Dr. Samhat will open with a brief
update and then will open the floor for questions.
Contact: Annie Mitchell
Email: mitchellas1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4199
 
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Autism Awareness: Light Old Main Blue
Details: TONIGHT: Help Wofford shine a light on autism! Raise awareness & acceptance
for National Autism Awareness Month in April. Gather to hear personal stories and a
special guest speaker, Joanna Haynes, from Project Hope Reach Foundation. We will end
the program with lighting Old Main blue. Come show your support!
the program with lighting Old Main blue. Come show your support!
Contact: Crystal Crawford
Email: crawfordcr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4143
Admission Lot: Expect Alternate Parking
Details: Wofford Admission is expecting a large number of visitors for our Daily
Information Sessions at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on 3/28 & 3/29. Please expect limited parking
availability in the Admission lot. Admission Guest Only signs will be placed in spots that
are required to accommodate our guests.
Contact: Chelsea Pagliuca
Email: pagliucacn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4132
Free Dinner and Bible Study with Wofford Wesley
Details: Wofford Wesley invites you to join us for our weekly dinner and Bible study. We
are the Methodist student group on campus, and we meet weekly on Tuesdays at 5:45
p.m. in the Space Conference Room. Tonight, we'll continue to study the relationships we
need in our lives. All are welcome for this free meal and Bible study! 
Contact: Elizabeth Fields
Email: fieldsem@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-710-7363
Student Body Elections TOMORROW
Details: Tomorrow at 4 p.m., all students are encouraged to vote in the Student Body
Election. Every student will be emailed with a link for voting. Check your email! 
Contact: Virginia McCully
Email: mccullyvl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-707-2818
Campus Union Assembly Petitions for Election! 
Details: Campus Union Assembly Petitions for Election are now OPEN! If you would
like to represent your class on the Campus Union Assembly, we encourage you to get
involved! The deadline to submit a petition is 5 p.m., Sunday, April 10.
https://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/ElectionPetition/ 
Contact: Virginia McCully
Email: mccullyvl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-707-2818
Holy Communion During Lent
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated each Wednesday during Lent from 12:30 to
12:45 p.m. in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are
welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Daily Announcements During Spring Break
Daily Announcements During Spring Break
Details: Daily Announcements will not be published during Spring Break (April 3 - 7).
Announcements will be published throughout this week and will resume on Monday,
April 10.
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Terrier Target Sign-Ups
Details: Sign up for Terrier Target today! Terrier Target is based off of the live-action
game of Tag called Assassin played at many other colleges and universities around the
country. Wofford's version is named Terrier Target and will be slightly different, in our
own Terrier ways. Players will try to eliminate one another by successfully capturing their
targets bracelet, in an effort to become the last remaining Terrier in the game. Sign up
here: https://goo.gl/forms/RIfhOae39zmUj2AP2
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Lost and Found
Found: Men's new black Columbia rain/wind jacket. To claim, pls. see Mrs. Blackwell in
Daniel 205.
Contact: Joyce Blackwell
Email: blackwelljg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4580
Found: Some reading glasses were found in classroom 224 in Main Building. Please see
Juanita Pesaro in Office 04 in Main Building to claim.
Contact: Juanita Pesaro
Email: pesarojb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4058
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 29, 2017
Date: March 29, 2017 at 9:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 29,
2017
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Today's Events
Lunch & Learn with AmeriCorps VISTAs
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Library 
Cost: Free
Details: Come eat lunch with Spartanburg's AmeriCorps VISTAs from Wofford College,
USC Upstate, Converse College and the United Way of the Piedmont! Learn about the
AmeriCorps program and how it could fit into your after graduation plans. RSVP to Toria
Teamer (teamertc@wofford.edu)to have lunch provided. (Or bring your own!) 
Contact: Toria Teamer
Email: teamertc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4405
Holy Communion
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. in Mickel
Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the celebrant. All are welcome to participate.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Wofford Baseball vs. Presbyterian College
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Fluor Field, Greenville SC
Cost: Free Ticket w/ Food Voucher
Details: Time changed from 6 to 7 p.m.: WAC is providing tickets and a food voucher to
those who register to attend the Wofford v. Presbyterian College baseball game on March
29, at 7 p.m. at the Greenville Fluor Field Stadium. Your registration will include one free
ticket as well as a hotdog, chips, and drink for the game. (See attached flier) Tell your
friends and GO TERRIERS! Sign up here: https://goo.gl/forms/jZGrDICcw6WJdGeG3
Contact: Natalee Oldham
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 3/29/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: We will be continuing the series, Jesus changes_____________. This week we
will be talking about how Jesus changes education.
Contact: Jonathan Tokay
Email: tokayjb@email.wofford.edu
Email: tokayjb@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 828-707-7547
 
Upcoming Events
Puppy Study Break
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in Front of Old Main
Cost: 
Details: Join Paws for a Cause and the Spartanburg Humane Society as they host a puppy
study break on the lawn in front of Old Main from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. TOMORROW, March
30! All proceeds will go to the Spartanburg Humane Society! Prices are $3 for 5 minutes,
$5 for 10 minutes, and $7 for 15 minutes, and donations are welcome!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for our semi-annual colloquium and luncheon as we host Dr. Mark Leary,
Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience at Duke University, whose presentation is
titled The Social and Emotional Impact of Interpersonal Rejection. Lunch catered by
Jason's Deli will begin at 11:15 a.m., with Dr. Leary's talk from 11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Meditation Moments
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Join us tomorrow and every Thursday for a few moments of guided meditation to
clear your mind and relax your body. Meditations last approximately 10-15 minutes and
are focused on breathing and relaxation. No experience required. All are welcome!
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4373
Information Session: The Art of Entrepreneurial Thinking Certificate 
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: the Space
Cost: Free 
Details: The Space will pilot a Certificate Program in the Art of Entrepreneurial Thinking
Details: The Space will pilot a Certificate Program in the Art of Entrepreneurial Thinking
this July. The 3-week program will accelerate student's marketability and post-graduate
employment opportunities by developing an entrepreneurial skill set. As part of the
program, the group will spend 5 days in Montr?al, Canada to attend Startup Fest; a
gathering of the world's most entrepreneurial minds. This program is geared towards
students of all majors. No experience necessary. All are welcome to attend! (Cookies and
Coffee will be provided). More information:
http://www.wofford.edu/thespace/launch/certificate/ 
Contact: Tyler Senecal
Email: senecaltj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
The Senior 50 Days Party is tomorrow
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Harley Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford seniors, the Office of Alumni invites you to kick off your final 50 days
at the Senior 50 Days Fiesta TOMORROW! There will be margaritas, Mexican fare, and
more. You don't want to miss it! Register today at wofford.edu/alumni.
Contact: Alex Hunt
Email: huntam@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
Hillel's Passover Seder
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy Jewish desserts, learn about the history of the Passover holiday, and
partake in a traditional Jewish Passover Seder! 6 - 7:30 p.m. If possible, please RSVP to
either Prof. Andrew Green, or Prof. Patricia Nuriel.
Contact: Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
 
Announcements
Wellness Center: Closed for Spring Break
Details: The Wellness Center will be closed during the week of Spring Break, April 3-7.
If you need a prescription refill, please make an appointment or request by Thursday,
March 30.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Student Body Elections TODAY
Details: TODAY at 4 p.m., all students are encouraged to vote in the Student Body
Election. Every student will be emailed with a link for voting. Check your email! 
Contact: Virginia McCully
Email: mccullyvl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-707-2818
The Wofford Wrap is looking for new reporters
Details: The Wofford Wrap is a multimedia journalism organization on campus. We are
looking for new reporters to cover news, sports and lifestyle. Email us for more
information!
Contact: Virginia McCully
Email: woffordwrap@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 803-707-2818
Winners of the Helmust Writing and Photography Contest
Details: Congratulations to the following winners of the Helmus Contest: Fiction 1st:
Mary Hurston Zuelke for "365 Stories"; 2nd: Bre Lillie for "No Parking"; 3rd: AJ
Bedenbaugh-Cortes for "Kin". Poetry 1st: Thatcher Moses for "Bored to Death" and
"Arsonist of the Heart"; 2nd: Bre Lillie for "Apple Cart"; 3rd: Riley Garrison for "Bread
and Tomatoes" and "Painting the White House Yellow"; H.M.: Steele Smith for
"Heavenly Bodies" and "I Love It". Photography 1st: Porter Crockard; 2nd: Hisham
Qadri. The winning work, and others, will appear in The Journal section of The
Bohemian, which will be available in May. Thanks to all who entered. 
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Performing and Visual Arts Scholarship Opportunity
Details: Applications for the Mary Wheeler Davis Scholarship are now being accepted by
Chapman Cultural Center. One or more $1,000 scholarships are awarded annually to
Spartanburg students pursuing college degrees in the visual or performing arts. Deadline:
Friday, April 7, 2017 at 5 p.m. Learn more and apply here:
https://www.chapmanculturalcenter.org/scholarships 
Contact: Julie Sturgill
Email: sturgilljc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4165
IM Softball Signups
Details: Sign up now for Intramural Softball. There will be a league for men, and a league
for women..Ten players is the minimum for entering a team, and there is no maximum
limit. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to request assistance in finding a team to
join. The signup deadline is Friday, and the games begin after Spring Break. 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 30, 2017
Date: March 30, 2017 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 30,
2017
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Today's Events
Puppy Study Break
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in Front of Old Main
Cost: 
Details: Join Paws for a Cause and the Spartanburg Humane Society as they host a puppy
study break on the lawn in front of Old Main from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. TODAY! All proceeds
will go to the Spartanburg Humane Society! Prices are $3 for 5 minutes, $5 for 10
minutes, and $7 for 15 minutes, and donations are welcome!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for our semi-annual colloquium and luncheon as we host Dr. Mark Leary,
Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience at Duke University, whose presentation is
titled The Social and Emotional Impact of Interpersonal Rejection. Lunch catered by
Jason's Deli will begin at 11:15 a.m., with Dr. Leary's talk from 11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
RUF Lunch
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF at 11:30 a.m., in Burwell as we fellowship together over lunch.
Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
Contact: Mary Grace Killmer
Email: killmermv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 703-350-3841
Information Session: The Art of Entrepreneurial Thinking Certificate
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: the Space
Cost: Free
Details: The Space will pilot a Certificate Program in the Art of Entrepreneurial Thinking
this July. The 3-week program will accelerate student's marketability and post-graduate
employment opportunities by developing an entrepreneurial skill set. As part of the
program, the group will spend 5 days in Montr?al, Canada to attend Startup Fest; a
gathering of the world's most entrepreneurial minds. This program is geared towards
students of all majors. No experience necessary. All are welcome to attend! (Cookies and
Coffee will be provided). More information:
http://www.wofford.edu/thespace/launch/certificate/ 
Contact: Tyler Senecal
Email: senecaltj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, HIIT @5:00, Zumba
@5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Yoga @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Senior 50 Days Party TODAY
Date/Time: 3/30/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Harley Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford seniors, the Office of Alumni invites you to kick off your final 50 days
at the Senior 50 Days Fiesta TODAY! There will be margaritas, Mexican fare, and more.
You don't want to miss it! Register now at wofford.edu/alumni.
Contact: Alex Hunt
Email: huntam@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
 
Upcoming Events
Wofford Students - Open Forum with Wofford Leadership
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: An open forum for students to hear a general update regarding the state of the
college and to ask questions of Wofford leadership. Dr. Samhat will open with a brief
update and then will open the floor for questions.
Contact: Annie Mitchell
Email: mitchellas1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4199
Study Abroad Orientation - Health & Safety
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017. Study abroad students will learn about health and safety preparations such as:
medications, immunizations, medical forms, preventing theft, etc. All students studying
abroad during Summer/Fall 2017 are required to attend. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
Talk and Touch - Handmade Books from Larkspur Press
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Join us in the Library Gallery at 11 a.m., Tuesday, April 11, as we celebrate
National Poetry Month and the technology of the book by examining fine handmade
editions from the Larkspur Press of Kentucky. Attendees will be invited to handle some of
the books following a brief presentation by Special Collections Librarian Luke Meagher. 
Contact: Luke Meagher
Email: meagherla@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4327
Hillel's Passover Seder
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy Jewish desserts, learn about the history of the Passover holiday, and
partake in a traditional Jewish Passover Seder! 6 - 7:30 p.m. If possible, please RSVP to
either Prof. Andrew Green, or Prof. Patricia Nuriel.
Contact: Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
 
Announcements
SAFE Homes- Rape Crisis Coalition Supply Drive
Details: Wofford will collect donations for SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, which
provide services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Spartanburg,
Cherokee and Union counties. Items being sought include clothing, adult craft items, non-
perishable food items, baby bottles and supplies, cleaning products, laundry detergent,
toiletries, school supplies and other items. For a full "wish list," go to shrcc.org/how-to-
help/donate-goods. Donation boxes will be located in residence halls and the Campus Life
Building. Sponsored by Wofford Women of Color.
Contact: Ron Norman
Email: normanrl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4043
Represent your class on Campus Union
Details: Campus Union Assembly Petitions for Election are now OPEN! If you would
like to represent your class on the Campus Union Assembly, we encourage you to get
involved! The deadline to submit a petition is 5 p.m., Sunday, April 10.
https://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/ElectionPetition/ 
Contact: Virginia McCully
Email: mccullyvl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-707-2818
Daily Announcements During Spring Break
Details: Daily Announcements will not be published during Spring Break (April 3 - 7).
Announcements will be published throughout this week and will resume on Monday,
April 10.
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Performing and Visual Arts Scholarship Opportunity
Details: Applications for the Mary Wheeler Davis Scholarship are now being accepted by
Chapman Cultural Center. One or more $1,000 scholarships are awarded annually to
Spartanburg students pursuing college degrees in the visual or performing arts. Deadline:
Friday, April 7 at 5 p.m. Learn more and apply here:
https://www.chapmanculturalcenter.org/scholarships 
Contact: Julie Sturgill
Email: sturgilljc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4165
Volunteer Student Worker For Football Wanted
Details: Are you interested in helping with the Wofford Football Program? If so, call Joel
Antley and/or email him that you're interested. He will fill you in on what your
responsibilities would be. It is a great resume booster, and a great opportunity to see into
the world of Football Operations and Recruiting!
Contact: Joel Antley
Email: antleyjw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4095
Sustainability Solutions for Wofford
Details: The Space is excited to partner with President Samhat on Sustainability Solutions
for Wofford! The initiative is designed to challenge the great minds at Wofford to think
about solutions to current challenges on campus. Students, faculty, staff and alumni are all
invited to submit proposals for improvement in the area of sustainability. Solutions
submitted should 1) have a long-lasting impact at Wofford and 2) provide the Wofford
community with an idea for solving an issue regarding sustainability. To apply, please
submit a letter outlining your proposal to woffordhp@wofford.edu by Monday, April 10.
Contact woffordhp@wofford.edu for more details. 
Contact: Hannah Wofford
Email: woffordhp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
 
Lost and Found
Found: If anyone lost a black bike last week, be sure to contact me for details. 
Contact: Sheron Mathew
Contact: Sheron Mathew
Email: mathewsh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-612-2956
Lost: Lost at Burwell - Toshiba Black Laptop - - Monetary reward.
Contact: Dir. Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4351
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 31, 2017
Date: March 31, 2017 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 31,
2017
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Upcoming Events
Study Abroad Orientation - Health & Safety
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Summer/Fall
2017. Study abroad students will learn about health and safety preparations such as:
medications, immunizations, medical forms, preventing theft, etc. All students studying
abroad during Summer/Fall 2017 are required to attend. 
Contact: International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4028
New Faculty Luncheon (Topic: Committees)
New Faculty Luncheon (Topic: Committees)
Date/Time: 4/11/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room in Burwell Building
Cost: 
Details: Dear Colleagues, The last New Faculty Mentoring Lunch of the spring semester
will occur Tuesday, April 11, from 11:30 a.m. until 12:45 p.m. in the Gray-Jones Room.
The topic for the luncheon will be Faculty Committees and the process by which the
Committee on Non-Curricular Faculty Concerns (CNCFC) appoints faculty members to
committees. This lunch series serves as a mentoring program for junior faculty but any
faculty or staff member is welcome to attend. Lunches for faculty in their first and second
year of employment are paid for by the Provost's Office; other faculty members who are
attending can purchase lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag
lunch. Anyone who has a meeting at the 11:00 am hour is welcome to join us after their
meeting concludes.
Contact: Stefanie Baker
Email: bakersh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 597-4671
Faculty/Staff Open Forum with Wofford Leadership
Date/Time: 4/13/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: An open forum for faculty/staff to hear a general update regarding the state of the
college and to ask questions of Wofford leadership. Dr. Samhat will open with a brief
update and then will open the floor for questions.
Contact: Annie Mitchell
Email: mitchellas1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4199
Teachers Talking Teaching - "The Teaching Librarian"
Date/Time: 4/17/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: The CIL is pleased to invite all interested faculty and staff to our Teachers
Talking Teaching speaker series. For this event we'll be hosting a discussion on "The
Teaching Librarian," with guest speakers Emily Whitsell, Luke Meagher, and Tim Brown.
Light refreshments will be provided.
Contact: Dr. Cate Blouke
Email: bloukecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5047
 
Announcements
Represent your class on Campus Union
Details: Campus Union Assembly Petitions for Election are now OPEN! If you would
Details: Campus Union Assembly Petitions for Election are now OPEN! If you would
like to represent your class on the Campus Union Assembly, we encourage you to get
involved! The deadline to submit a petition is 5 p.m., Sunday, April 10.
https://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/ElectionPetition/
Contact: Virginia McCully
Email: mccullyvl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-707-2818
Performing and Visual Arts Scholarship Opportunity
Details: Applications for the Mary Wheeler Davis Scholarship are now being accepted by
Chapman Cultural Center. One or more $1,000 scholarships are awarded annually to
Spartanburg students pursuing college degrees in the visual or performing arts. Deadline:
Friday, April 7, at 5 p.m. Learn more and apply here:
https://www.chapmanculturalcenter.org/scholarships 
Contact: Julie Sturgill
Email: sturgilljc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4165
Sustainability Solutions for Wofford
Details: The Space is excited to partner with President Samhat on Sustainability Solutions
for Wofford! The initiative is designed to challenge the great minds at Wofford to think
about solutions to current challenges on campus. Students, faculty, staff and alumni are all
invited to submit proposals for improvement in the area of sustainability. Solutions
submitted should 1) have a long-lasting impact at Wofford and 2) provide the Wofford
community with an idea for solving an issue regarding sustainability. To apply, please
submit a letter outlining your proposal to woffordhp@wofford.edu by Monday, April 10.
Contact woffordhp@wofford.edu for more details. 
Contact: Hannah Wofford
Email: woffordhp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4794
No Fitness Classes Today
Details: Fitness Classes are canceled today!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
IM Softball Signup Deadline
Details: The deadline for signing up for Intramural Softball is next Thursday, April 6.
Games will begin on April 10. The minimum roster size to enter a team is ten, and there is
no maximum roster size. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for assistance in finding
a team to join. 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Puppy Study Break Postponed
Details: Due to yesterday's weather, the puppy study break will be postponed until after
Details: Due to yesterday's weather, the puppy study break will be postponed until after
Spring Break. We apologize for the last minute cancellation but hope that you will come
play with the puppies after Spring Break!
Contact: Paws for a Cause
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-490-3574
Spend your summer in Arizona- Borderlands Restoration Paid Internships
Details: Still looking for a summer internship? Spend your summer in Arizona working at
the Borderlands Restoration Leadership Institute. An interest in Environmental Studies is
strongly preferrred. Email Rebecca Parker at parkerrm@wofford.edu for the job
description and application. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
PAID summer internship opportunities
Details: New PAID summer internship opportunities listed on Terrier Black Book! Check
them out at www.terrierblackbook.com or email Rebecca Parker at
parkerrm@wofford.edu. Opportunities in marketing, customer service, environmental
studies, biotech and more! 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Stipend for summer internships
Details: Need help funding your summer internship? Apply for a stipend through The
Space! Scholarships range from $500-$1500. Email Rebecca Parker at
parkerrm@wofford.edu or stop by The Space for an application. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
